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SPORTS

Director denies
cruelty charges
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer

Lady Tigers
lose 47-32
to St. Henry

Page 8
WORLD

39 killed in
Sri Lanka
explosion
COLOMBO, Sri Lanka (AP)
— An explosives-packed ThJck
crashed into Sri Lanka's central
bank today and exploded, setting off a string of high-rise fires
that left at least 39 people dead
and 500 hurt.
Dozens of bodies were
strewn in the street and downtown buildings. Raging fires
prevented rescuers from reaching the heart of the carnage.
People trapped on top of
burning buildings waved for
help. Helicopters hovered over
rooftops and tried to get low
enough to pick up survivors.
A second explosion was
heard shortly after the first, but
its cause was not. immediately
clear. Gunfire was heard right
after the 11 a.m.. blasts, which
occurred abciut one minute
apart.

Fictional account
baffles Washington
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
sexy, hot -selling fictional
account of the 1992 presidential campaign has Washington
buffs trying to figure out who
wrote it, including President
Clinton.
Even the editor of "Primary
Colors," Daniel Menaker of
Random House, swears he
doesn't know who authored the
lavishly reviewed book.

WEATHER
Winter storm watch late
this afternoon through
friday...
Tonight...Cloudy and cold
with snow. Snow may become
heavy at times. Low 10 to 15.
North wind around 10 mph.
Chance of snow 90 percent.
Friday...Snow, diminishing
to fluffies by afternoon. Several inches of snow possible.
Colder with the high 10 to 15.
Chance of snow 80 percent.
LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY. ...353.5,-0.2/40"
BARKLEY.......352.7,-0.5/44"
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SHOW AND TELL: Story Time Coordinator Sandy Linn looks at
the new basketball toy brought in by Hadley Kelsey, 3, Wednesday
morning prior to the beginning of book reading time. About 12 children took part in Story Time at the Calloway County Library.

Marilyn J. Arcoli, director of
the Calloway County Humane
Society, maintains her innocence
regarding the 10 counts of
second-degree cruelty to animals
that she was charged with
Tuesday.
The charges stem from six
sworn statements given by -shelter
employees, former 'Animal Control Officer Susie Perry and current Animal Control Officer Max
Parrish.
Parrish said the affidavits were
sworn out after a three-month
investigation he conducted at the
shelter.
The affidavits allege numerous
infractions by Arcoli including
euthanizing large dogs, some of
which were allegedly household
pets, before the seven-day holding period required by city and
state ordinances had expired.

MARILYN ARCOLI

don't have nearly enough kennels
at the shelter and I think we've
done all we can for these animals," Arcoli told the Ledger
Wednesday.
The shelter's kennels are 4 feet
by 10 feet, according to Parrish.
He said anybody who owns an
animal would know that more
dogs can stay in a kennel than
Arcoli allows.
"The fact that we can put four
or five large dogs in one kennel
is ridiculous," she said.
According to the Humane Society of the United States (HSUS),
dogs in shared kennels should
have room to stand, lie down,
turn around and sit normally.
This requires a minimum of 4
feet by 4 feet for each dog.
Shelter employee Scott Chappell said Arcoli orders dogs to be
euthanized on a regular basis

State and local ordinances
require animals to be kept for
seven days before they can be
euthanized. Arcoli said the laws
also state that she can euthanize
an animal if there is no room for
him at the shelter.
"1 have said numerous times
out in the community that we • See Page 2

KERA reforms targeting high schools
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
With the Kentucky Education
Reform Act in its sixth year, the
changes brought about in the
state's educational system are
making their way through high
schools.
Yet the questions of what
changes should be made and how
they should be handled are fodder
for much discussion among
educators.

Patricia Hurt, team leader for
high school restructuring in the
Kentucky Department of Education, met with more than 75
teachers and administrators Tuesday as part of tfie West Kentucky
High School Restructuring
Coalition.
Hurt's primary focus was to
gain input about changing the
minimum graduation requirements that are set by the state.
Currently, the state requires
that a student have four credits of

language arts, three credits of
mathemrtics, twc• credits of science, two credits of social studies, one credit of health and
physical education and eight electives for a total of 20 credits.
According to the recommendations made by the high school
restructuring task force, all students would be required to have
24 credits.
Under the task force's recommendations, the coursework
would be specifically outlined

such as algebra I, II and geomet- believe that we should be manry rather than simply stating that dated to teach pre-college curristudents must have three credits culum. I think that should be left
to individual districts."
of mathematics.
Instead, Hampton said local
Both the Murray and Calloway
County school districts have dif- school districts should have the
ferent diploma levels ranging option of offering a variety of
courses so that students are able
from 20 to 24 credits.
"I do believe that the one area to make choices about fulfilling
of education that hasn't changed the requirements.
Hurt asked the group to conin years is the requirements to
two questions and provide
sider
graduate," said Dan Hampton,
Murray High School principal, in
a Ledger interview. "But I don't •See Page 2
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Sheriff makes
fugitive arrests
parole violation."
By AMY WILSON
Scott said Wilson was also
Staff Writer
charged with violating a domestic
Calloway County Sheriff's
yiolence order.
Department arrested two indivi"I have also received felony
duals Wednesday night after
warrants on him from Trigg
receiving several tips.
County that I plan to serve on
According to Calloway County
him today and I think there are
Sheriff Stan Scott, Danny Joe, some warrants from McCracken
Wilson, originally from Marshall County," Scott said. "I think
County, was arrested at a resi- there are possibly more charges
dence on Highway 94 East.
pending against him."
"Six or seven of us went to the
Wilson.is lodged in the Callotrailer and we knew he had an
way County Jail. Because he is a
escape door in the floor so we fugitive from justice, no bond
posted people at all posts," Scott will be set.
said. "We also had Alex (canine
Scott said deputies also
officer) with us."
arrested Timothy Morrison, a
Scott said Wilson was taken Calloway County resident, for
into custody before he could being a fugitive from justice from
escape.
Dickson County, Tenn. where he
"We found that he is wanted in was charged with felony theft.
several places," Scott said. "We
He was lodged in the Calloway
served a local warrant on him for County Jail without bond.
second-degree forgery, which is a
Earlier this week, the sheriff's
felony. Then I found out that he
is a fugitive from justice from
Henderson County, Tenn., for • See Page 2

Sen. Ford: Burley
quotas to increase
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Tobacco farmers in Kentucky and
her burley producing states will
see their quotas increased 16 percent next season, U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford announced.
The Department of Agriculture
has set an effective burley quota
of 723.8 million pounds for 1996,
'up from 578 million pounds last
year. The price support wilt be.
$1.737 a pound.

"If the full quota is produced,
this increase represents approximately $200 million additional
money in the pockets of our hardworking tobacco farmers in Kentucky," Fad slia—Wednesday.
Ford credited. the 1994 pool
buyout negotiated between manufacturers and growers, along with
the recent approval of the Tariff
Rate Quota that restricts imports,
for the increase.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger II Times photo

TIME TO EAT: Veda Reynolds, Dorothy Kernel, and John Shendock get ready to serve lunch Wednesday at the Hazel Community Center as part of the senior citizens' program. Because of the cold temperatures, only four people attended.

Committee OKs weapons bill
ville Hotel and Motel Association
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
and the Kentucky Association of
Associated Press Writer
Chiefs of Police are lining up to
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A
beat the bill.
few weeks ago, easy passage was
predicted for a bill that would let
The bill that emerged from the
people apply for a permit, pass committee has a whole lot more
minimum training and pay $25 in restrictions than when it started.
order to carry a concealed gun or
The committee tacked on a
other weapon.
section that would keep it a crime
to carry concealed weapons into
And even during its first test in
the General Assembly on Wed- government offices or buildings.
And it let business and property
nesday, the Judiciary Committee
approved it by a vote of 16-3. • owners, with a spec.ifie section
But its fate now seems far that applies to health care facilities, prohibit carrying weapons
f-rom certain.
their premises, although there
on
Organizations as varied as the
Hardin County Chamber a Com- would be little effective
punishm'ent.
merce, the Catholic Conference
Rep. Bob Damron, Dof Kentucky, the Greater Louis-

Nicholasville, fought against several of the amendments, blasting
the motivation of many of the
opponents. At one point, Damron
related that he had been told by
many police officers they
endorsed the whole idea.
"That's the cop on the street
talking, not the politically
appoi ed chief," Damron said.
Mo ents before the police
chiefs from Lexington and Louisville had warned of dire consequences of having more guns on the
street and hidden from view. And
Damon failed to mention that
Kentucky State Police officers
U S.. Page 2
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• Information sought •KERA...
in three local crimes

Alexander to appear in court

FROM PAGE 1

feedback:(1)Do the current minimum graduation requirements
address the Six Learner Goals
and 57 Academic Expectations
for all Kentucky students? If yes,
how? If no, what graduation
requirements would? (2) The current system of accountability is
holding schools and districts
accountable for student achievement. What is the student's role?
Participants mentioned numerous items ranging from some sort
of exit exam to implementing
classroom standards.
"I am a little concerned when
you start dictating curriculum for
the entire student population in
the state," one educator said. "I
see a real problem when you say
that all students should be able to
successfully complete advanced
math. When you dictate it, you
create a monster. We either
march on and leave certain students behind or water it down so
students can have advanced math
listed on their transcripts."
Bill Price, assistant dean in
MSU's College of Education,
questioned how the "pre-college
curriculum" was established.
"Are we doing this because
everyone ought to go to college?
What are our goals? This is like
asking us to pack for a trip and
we don't know where we are
going," he said.
Price emphasized that the publ4011
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pal Jerry Ainley emphasized that
the need for flexibility on the local level is very important to make
sure all the standards are met.
CCHS has served as a developmental site and has been studying
various forms of restructuring
including the adviser/advisee
program, integrated curriculum,
individual education plans and
culminafing activities.
Hampton explained that if the
state mandates additional science,
mathematics, social studies and
technology course requirements,
it will force many schools to
change their schedules.
"I think it would greatly
impact education because we
Hudspeth
would have to go to block scheField Representative
duling," he said. "Otherwise,
what would happen to my
Murray, KY
electives?"
502-753-3650
Currently, both local school
systems
operate on a six-period
This specially trained Woodmen Field Representative
schedule.
Block scheduling
has earned national recognition for excellence, providwould
mean
that students would
ing outstanding service for his Woodmen members.
have a four-period day and
semester courses that would
7.4
allow a student to take eight
"The FAMILY Fraternity"t
courses per year rather than six.
This is similar to the way universities operate.
"The easiest thing to do (in
Home Office: Woodmen Tower•Omaha
* N
restructuring) is change. your
Crime Stoppers of Murray and Shoemaker Seed Company
Calloway County is asking resi- located on Old Concord Road.
dents for information involving
Once suspects were in the
the following crimes:
building, they used todls from the
•On Monday, Jan. 26, someone
business to gain entry to the safe.
called the Papa Johns Delivery to An undetermined amount of cash
#137 Riviera Courts. When the
was taken along with two guns, a
delivery person arrived, he found golf bag and other miscellaneous
the trailer to be vacant.
items.
While at the trailer, he was
Shoemaker Seed Company is
approached by two males, one of offering a $1,000 reward for
whom approached from the front information that leads to the
and stuck what appeared to be a arrest and grand jury indictment
gun to his throat and demanded of those responsible for this
the money and the pizza.
crime.
The suspects then fled the
'On Saturday, Jan. 27, somescene in a southwest direction. time between 3.10 p.m and the
The pizza carrier box was found
early morning hours of Jan. 28,
approximately 500 yards away in
suspects cut the locks on several
a dumpster on Hillwood Drive. storage buildings at the Oaks
The first suspect is described
Country Club.
as 6 feet to 6 feet 2 inches tall
They took three golf carts and
with a medium build. He was
wrecked them out on the golf
wearing a dark ski mask and a
course. They also damaged severlong, dark-colored coat with a
al signs, trees, flower beds and
hood.
other property. Damages totaled
Investigators are asking that
$7,000.
anyone with information about
The Oaks Country Club and
this crime should call 753-9500. the Murray-Calloway County
It is not necessary to identify
Crimestoppers are offering a
yourself. If the information leads $2,000 reward for information
to the arrest and grand jury
that leads to the arrest and grand
indictment, you could be eligible jury indictment of those responsifor a cash reward.
ble for the crime.
'On Monday, Jan. 29, someTo provide information about
time between 6:30 p.m. and 6:30
these or any other crimes, call
a.m., suspects gained entry to the
753-9500.
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National Leader

in his profession
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By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

schedule." Ainley said in a Ledger interview. "Increasing the
graduation requirements would
mean that you would have to go
to block scheduling. Our faculty
is investigating it in terms of
whether it is something we would
like to do in the future."
in fact, a survey conducted by
the school's restructuring the
school day committee found that
22 of the teachers selected block
scheduling as their first preference, while 17 selected no
change.
"We've tried to look at a variety of options," Ainley said.
"KERA has reached the high
school in the area of assessment
and teachers are asking more
open-ended response questions. I
think we still have a ways to go.
With high school faculty in general, reform has been slow. A lot
has to do with the high schools
being departmentalized."
Through much of Tuesday's
meeting, several educators sought
a timeframe from Hurt. She
emphasized that the focus
shouldn't be so much on how
long the new requirements would
take to implement, but doing the
task right.
"It is kind of confusing right
now to know what to expect,"
Ainley said. "I think the state
department is trying to zero in on
assessment right now. I am very
much in favor of holding students
responsible because until we get
them to be accountable, they
won't take the assessment
seriously."
Hampton said that although his
faculty members are not 100 percent for changing to a block schedule, they aren't 100 percent
against it either.
"All of it comes down to the
age-old word of change," he said.
Ainley said more on-the-job
training will become the focus of
many high school programs.
"I see it becoming an integral
part of the program," he said. "I
think mentorships and School-toWork as part of a student's individual education plan will
become more important. We need
high standards for our students.
Just because we use School-toWork and mentorships for educational experiences outside the
high school walls doesn't mean
that a student shouldn't have a
high understanding of mathematics, English, etc."
Hampton said he is also a
strong proponent of School to
Work.
"We might as well face reality," he said. "Not everyone
belongs in a classroom all day
and not all students go to college.
We are in school to prepare all
our kids."

Murray Detective G. Dean Alexander is expected to go to court
Feb. 5 to answer to charges that
he allegedly violated an emergency protective order filed by his
estranged wife.
Alexander, 46, was suspended
without pay last week by Murray
Mayor Bill Cherry pending the
resolution of the charges.
Alexander was arrested Jan. 24
at 12:40 a.m. after he turned himself in to officials. He was taken
to the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital where he was in the custody of local jail officials. He
was later transferred to Lourdes
Hospital.
"He came here (to the jail)
Wednesday from the hospital and
was booked," said Calloway

Mon.-Fri. 7-5, Sat. 8-Noon
Salo !toms Cash
Carry
Good thru 2/6/96
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500 South 4th, Murray
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FROM PAGE 1
Arcoli said the adoption guidewhen there is no need to do so.
lines she follows are set by the
"I feel like her killing
board and HSUS standards.
machine," Chappell said. "There
"If I followed HSUS regulaare many times when we have
tions, I wouldn't be able to adopt
one or two open kennels (no aniany animals out. Their rules are
mals in them) in the back and she
too stringent for Calloway Counwill have a dog put down. She
ty," she said. "The final decision
tells us to write `no room' on
comes from me, but when sometheir cards."
one comes in that I am not sure
Arcoli contends that the shelter
about, I take it to the shelter
receives 14 to 15 dogs a day
although not all may come in at committee."
Arcoli- said there are a variety
once. She said the shelter has to
of factors which could affect her
maintain some open space for
decision regarding a person's elianimals that are surrendered to
gibility
to adopt an animal.
the shelter.
According to Chappell and
"We will have six or seven
dogs waiting for us when we Parrish, over 250 people were
arrive at the shelter in the morn- denied adoption of a pet last year.
ing," she said. "By lunch time, Arcoli didn't have those numbers
we are swamped with people sur- on hand when asked.
As of press time Thursday, the
rendering their dogs to the
Calloway County Humane Socieshelter.
ty Board had not formally met to
"There is just not enough room
to handle all the dogs that come discuss the allegations made
against Arcoli.
to us," Arcoli said.
Board Director Kathy Hodge
In his affidavit, Parrish cited
one instance when Arcoli ordered was not available for comment.
a dog euthanized within minutes Board members tell the Ledger
that a statement at this point
of its arrival to the shelter.
Arcoli didn't recall the particu- would be premature without a
lar instance, saying only that formal meeting.
Mayor Bill Cherry said he has
aggressive animals brought to the
shelter have to be put down.
received nun erous complaints
The affidavit states the dog from local and area residents
was wearing a black collar.
about the shelter.
"Collars don't mean anything.
"I've said for a long time that I
How many of these dogs had tags think they are killing too many
on them? None," she said. "We animals out there," Cherry said.
have only received six dogs at the "I've been disappointed with the
shelter in a year-and-a-half that way things have been handled out
had tags. When a dog with a tag there for a long time."
Arcoli is scheduled to appear
on it comes in, I'm the first one
in court Monday on the 10 mison the phone."
Arcoli said it costs $1.50 to demeanor charges that carry a
register an animal at the shelter maximum of a $500 fine and a
which means it is given an iden- -year in jail.
tifying number.
Chappell, Parrish and the
others who swore out affidavits
also allege that Arcoli charges
arbitrary fees and asks people for
FROM PAGE 1
donations that vary in amounts.
"That's just not true. I tell have been prohibited from
everyone that comes in that we voicing their opinions on the
would appreciate a $5 donation, proposal because Gov. Paul Patbut we will not turn away any ton's administration favor the
bill.
animal," Arcoli said.
Lexington Chief Larry Walsh
Chappell said Arcoli's adopton
policies are also arbitrary and was succinct. "We don't need
this law. No good will come of it.
lopsided.
We don't want it," he said.
The vote in committee was
16-3. The bill will now likely go
to a vote in the full House, where
passage is also expected. The
legislation faces a much more
uncertain fate in the Senate.
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< WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
sY LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY

County Deputy Jailer Floyd
Dawson.
Alexander was then taken to
the Marshall County Detention
Center where he remains without
bond.
"On a charge like that, it is
normal," Dawson said. "He is
supposed to meet with a pre-trial
officer today and his bond will
probably be set then."
Alexander is an 18-year veteran of the Murray Police
Department
The charges, filed by Karen
Alexander, stem from three incidents which allegedly occurred
between Jan. 22 and Jan. 23,
according to her affidavit.
According to Cherry, if additional charges are brought against
Alexander, an independent agency will handle the investigation.

FROM PAGE 1
department arrested David
Davenport as a result of receiving
information that he was in the
area.
Scott said attempts were made
at that time to arrest Wilson, but
they were unsuccessful. Icy roads
prevented officials -from going
back to the site Tuesday, he said.
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Great For Projects,

Tacoma 4x2
Extended
w/LX
Package

A real value.
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Interior Latex
and Exterior Acrylic
"One coat hide
•Low Odor
•Fast drying
'Water clean-up
'Washable
.15-year warranty

Stock #96073

Buy $14,981°° / Lease $219/mo.
*Automatic Transmission
*Air Conditioning
*Power Steering
*AM-FM Cassette
*Chrome Exterior Package

*Sliding Rear Window
*Floormats
*Tilt Steering Wheel
*Drivers Side Air Bag
*60/40 Cloth Split Bench Seat

"Whatever It Takes, We Want to be Your Car and Truck Company."

$129GaL

•

See Us First For All Your Building Materials, Plumbing and Electrical Needs.
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'Disclaimer. 36 month,closed-end lease. First month payment plus security deposit Welling $444 required at lease inception.
Total of payments $17,684. Lessee may purchase at end of lease term for $10,327 36. Additional charge of 10e per mile over
15,000 miles. Price does not include taxes, tide, tags or registration fees.
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Arts
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Murray Art Guild to offer classes
The Murray Art Guild will offer a
series of beginning watercolor classes during February on Tuesdays
and Wednesdays from 10 a.m. until
3 p.m. Teachers for the classes will
be Emily Wolfson, Margaret Crawford and Mary Fuhrmann.
Wolfson will begin the series
with classes Feb. 13 and Feb. 14.
She will present an introduction to
watercolor, with an emphasis on
design and composition.
Wolfson taught art for 25 years at

Indiana University and Murray
State University and is well known
for her watercolors and weavings.
She is an exhibiting member of the
Kentucky Guild of Artists and
Craftsmen.
Crawford will teach classes Feb.
20 and Feb. 21. She will include
painting white subjects in watercolor, along with other topics.
Crawford is an exhibiting member of the Kentucky Guild of Artists
and-Craftsmen. She studied art at
Murray State University and has

attended numerous workshops. She
is well known in this area for her
watercolors of local landmarks, as
well as flower paintings.

Education classes for MSU. Her
approach to watercolor is influenced by impressionist painting.
She is now a liturgical artist at St.
Leo Catholic Church.

Fuhrmann will teach two classes,
on Feb. 27 and Feb. 28, with an
emphasis on landscapes and experimental techniques in watercolor.
Fuhrmann holds a Master's degree in art from George Peabody
College of Vanderbilt University.
She has taught many painting classes in Murray,including Continuing

The class will be limited to 15
students.Cost for the six classes will
be $15 for members and $30 for
non-members. For further information and a list of supplies, call the
Art Guild at 753-4059 any Tuesday,
Wednesday or Friday between 10
a.m. and 3 p.m.

Poet,fiction writer holds reading
Poet and fiction writer Benjamin
Mire Saenz will read from his work
on Thursday, Feb. 15 at Murray
State University. The reading will
begin at 7:30 p.m. in the main
reading room of the Pogue Library
and will be followed by a reception
at the Murray State Faculty Club.
According to writer Denise
Chavez, Saenz's work represents "a
powerful offering to the immutable

desert god who lives in the border
reality that is the human heart."
Writer Richard Shelton has observed: "Saenz writes from the
American Southwest, which is still
part of the frontier defined by
Frederick Jackson Turner as 'the
meeting point between savagery
and civilization.' Saenz was born
into the ongoing struggles between
cultures and classes which have

Ballet company
will hold auditions
The West Kentucky Ballet Company will be holding open auditions
for their upcoming spring season.
The spring concert will include a
variety of original choreographic
works. Pam Gray, recent recipient
of a choreography grant from the
Kentucky Women's Foundation,
has agreed to choreograph an original work for the performance.
Artistic director, Nancy Z. Nerney will be polishing works from
the Company's repertory, as well as
choreographing a new work for the
production. Nerney brings a wealth
of experience to the company, having been a professional ballet dancer
in the Northeast for 13 years and
with teaching experience of more
than 30 years. She performed in
original works by such famous

choreographers as Michael Fokine,
George Balarichine, and Alvin
Ailey. She attended the University
of Cincinnati College-Conservatory
of Music as a ballet major,and later
graduated from Murray State University. She has been teaching in
Murray for the last 14 years and has
helped obtain scholarships for students from the region in professional training schools around the
country.
Several students will also be
doing some choreography for the
production, including a possible
jazz/hip-hop piece.
Interested dancers, age 10 and
over should report to the ballet
studio, on Saturday, Feb. 3rd in
order to audition for the
performance.

Steinbeck book
goes digital
NEW YORK (AP) — John
Steinbeck's "Of Mice and Men"
is a timeless page-turner, even
when printed on the paperless
page.
George and Lennie will always
be George and Lennie, their tragic story is universal. Going digital could never change that.
It might make more kids take a
look though. That's the plan,
anyway.
Taking his classic into the
multimedia age, "John Stein-

beck's of Mice and Men" mixes
an illustrated cybertext with music, movie clips, old snapshots,
personal letters, souvenirs and
mementos.
The multimedia barrage
includes scenes from the 1992
film starring John Malkovich and
Gary Sinise, narrated historical
photo albums from Steinbeck's
youth in California and scholarly
comment And lively anecdotes
from his widow, Elaine Steinbeck, in video footage.

Lannon Poetry Fellowship, and an
American Book Award. He currently teaches at the University of
Texas at El Paso.
This reading, which is free and
open to the public, is the third in an
annual series. his sponsored by the
Murray State English Department
and the College of Humanistic Studies. For information, contact Ann
Neelon at (502) 762-4713.

given the American Southwest
much of its individuality, its contradictions, and its vitality, and he
writes with a strong sense of that
history."
Saenz is the author of "Calendar
of Dust," "Flowers for the Broken,"
"Dark and Perfect Angels" and
"Carry Me Like Water." He is the
recipient of a Wallace Stegner Fellowship from Stanford University, a

Mary Fuhrmann, Margaret Crawford and Emily Woffson discuss teaching
plansfor the Murray Art Guild watercolor classes to be offered beginning Feb.
13. Call the Guild at 753-4059 for further information.

Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!
Great Price! Great Selection! Great Tires!
* FREE COMPUTER BALANCING
Open Mon -Fn 7-5. Sat 7-Noon

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

* Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton * Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton
305 North Main St.
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451 South 16th St.
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Paducah
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Incredible Beautyres Values
Save'100" to'500" - One Week Only!

When Your Partner Moves,
You Don't.
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The Do•Not•Disturb Mattress
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A+ Communication & Telephone
Skills Training
A Seminar hosted by the Chamber in conjunction with
Professional Secretaries International (PSI)
and
Business 8i Professional Women (BPW)

HALF PRICE BEDDING SALE
All Simmons Beautyrest Bedding 1/2 Off
l'Atkr_dattaPC

Thursday, February 8, 1995
1:00 P.M. - 5:00 P.M.
Murray State University
Curris Center, Barkley Room
$25.00 per person
15.00 Account fa member of the Chamber, PSI or BPW

Seminar Conducted by: Christine Z. Wittman
.4 CEU credits may be earned
To make your reservation, please call the
Chamber Office at 753-5171
no later than February 7.
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FURORE
Design
Assistance
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Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture. Inc

BROYAille

Not all Merchandise at all locations
'Comparable prices for similar
merchand.se The.reference prices are
provided...guide lath,range of selling
prices in ihe markets across the country
they may change The reference price le
not our present or future selling price
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e(' FACTORY OUTLET CENTERS'
451 8 16th otrcel * Paducahicy
442-4463 * 1-800-450-6224

APP_

305 ‘i "'Jul * Benton, N y
527-3481 * 1-800-599-6224

OPEN DAMN'9 to 5 * MONDAY NIglit

TII, * oUNDAY 1 to 5

Paducah * Flemineurniture * BenLon * Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton
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Primary compression helps Clinton
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'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, INC.

FROM OUR READERS
Writer likes refuge plan
Dear Editor:
Senator McConnell should be applauded for his proposal to establish a
National Wildlife Refuge in Western Kentucky, even though his
proposal sounds like typical election year vote buying with Pork Barrel
legislation.
As a number of his colleagues in the Senate have proposed to give
away the Wildlife Refuges that already exist, I doubt if his proposed bill
will get out of committee until long after the next election.
Now, if he is so dedicated to having a Wildlife Refuge in Western
Kentucky that he will spearhead a drive to collect private funds to
purchase the land, I will be glad to contribute. I would like to suggest that
the Nature Conservancy would be the logical organization to handle
such a purchase.
John W. Roney
306 Oakdale Dr., Murray, KY 42071

WASHINGTON (AP) — This
year's GOP primary schedule is a
presidential squeeze play with
only one clear beneficiary: President Clinton.
Senate Majority Leader Bob
Dole should have benefited as
well from the compressed primary schedule — but Steve Forbes'
spirited challenge alters the
dynamics.
Even though there are some
important later primaries, including California and New Jersey,
this year about 30 states and territories will have held their primaries and caucuses by March
12.
So far not a single vote has
been cast. Six weeks from now,
the GOP race could be all over.
And operatives in both parties,
but especially Republicans, are
'wondering if that's a good idea.
The compression of the primary
schedule moves the country closer to a virtual national primary.
The timetable became truncated as states over the years kept
maneuvering to jump ahead of
other states, hoping to bask in the
special limelight that glows on
early-primary states.
"I'm not so worried about who
goes first as I am about the compression," said Republican Party
Chairman Haley Barbour. "Voters don't have time-to adjust to
the winnowing-out process. The
primaries will go off like a string
of firecrackers."
Barbour has appointed a GOP
task force to make recommendations to the party on whether it

Walls letter applauded
Dear Editor:
I am writing to commend,applaud,and support Katy Walls, aSsistant
director, LifeHouse Care Center for Women, for her letter regarding
Sanctity of Human Life Sunday which appeared in the Jan. 18 issue of
your paper. She writes well, she makes a good and valid argument, and
she should be commended for having the moral courage to do so.
Abortion is indeed a terrible and hideous crime. That the United States
Supreme Court could so twist and pervert our Constitution to permit
such a thing is testimony to the depth of degradation at which we have
arrived.
Thomas Jefferson, a man of some note, I believe, said in reference to
another evil, "I tremble for my country when I. reflect that God is just;
that his justice cannot sleep forever."
The evil to which Jefferson was referring to was slavery, and in 1857
the Supreme Court issued a similiarly perverse opinion (Dred Scott v.
Sanford) which stated that Congress did not have the power to prohibit
slavery in the territories. This was an important factor in the outbreak of
the Civil War, and it took that war and three amendments to the
Constitution to overturn it.
This time I'll be happy to do without the war and settle for just one
amendment but, one way or another, legalized abortion on demand is
going to end in this country. The question is when,not if, Bill and Hillary
to the contrary not-withstanding.
I, too, tremble for my country when I reflect that God is just and that
his justice cannot sleep forever. Thanks, Katy, for reminding our
community that morality, ethics, and religion have to be practiced to be
meaningful.
Winfield H. Rose
1523 Canterbury Drive, Murray, KY 42071
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Tom Ram
Associated Press Writer
should call for a more traditional,
more stretched-out schedule for
the next presidential election
year, in 2000.
Clinton benefits the most since
he has no primary opposition.
When the primary season is
over, he'll still be sitting on some
$26 million to spend on campaigning and advertising in the
long period from March to the
party nominating conventions in
August.
By contrast, the Republican
nominee-in-waiting will be broke.
Unless it happens to be Forbes.
Since Forbes, heir to a magazine publishing fortune, is spending his own money and not
accepting federal matching funds,
he has no spending limits and
would be free to continue spending to his heart's content during
the April-August period if he
emerges as the nominee.
But Forbes' mark will be felt
one way or the other.
In mounting such an effective
challenge to front-runner Dole,.
Forbes is forcing the Senate
majority leader to spend more
campaign advertising dollars than
he otherwise would have.
Even if Dole manages to

emerge victorious, he will be
staggering from the Forbes challenge, financially, if not
psychologically.
If the race opens up, with no
clear victor emerging after the
first round of primaries, then Forbes will be the only major GOP
contender left with any money to
do battle in the remaining
primaries.
The compressed schedule has a
built-in bias "for front-runners
and candidates with money,"
said Erwin Hargrove, a political
scientist at Vanderbilt University.
The shortened season "is a
great mistake," Hargrove said.
"It's better to have it stretched
out over a period of time. That
way, voters have an opportunity
to learn from previous
primaries."
The shortened: schedule puts
even more importance on the early contests: Iowa (Feb. 12), New
Hampshire (Feb. 20), Arizona,
North Dakota and South Dakota
(Feb. 27) and South Carolina
(March 2).
Dole tells Republicans in Iowa
and New Hampshire they will
have a disproportionate say in
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Jan. 24 — Le Nouveau Quotidien, Lausanne, Switzerland, on
Germany
It is tempting to exaggerate when we talk about Germany.
People claim to see in her a huge power and sense an immediate
threat. If she seems to weaken everyone frets about the future of
Europe.
In short there is a spo>ight on Germany that is impassioned,
lunatic and fantastical.
Europeans knows little about everyday Germany and one has to
ask whether they are really interested.
Neither a model nor a threat, Germany is a nation among 15
others without any particularly original ideas, listening like the
others to its national pulse which advises prudence and conservation. She is terribly average.
This is not a reproach but a question about the factors which aid
cooperation between the nations.
If there isn't a strongman to propose, indeed impose, the rules of
the game, how will the equal partners, all average themselves, succeed in transcending themselves.
Jan. 23 — La Nacion, Buenog Aires, Argentina, on Madonna
as Eva Peron:
The presence of Madonna in Argentina, where she will play the
part of Eva Peron in an Alan Parker movie, is a chance for the
country to find out whether it can look at its past and its political
myths in mature fashion.
So far, many Peronists have objected to Madonna playing the
part of Evita who they recall as the "standard-bearer of the poor."
An Argentine director also has vowed to create his own "Argentine" version of her life.
Argentina should welcome such diverse interpretations of what
was a particularly turbulent, controversial and confusing era.
Those who claim that only an Argentine is fit to depict the life of
Evita forget that the public will now have the right to choose their
own stance based on different productions. The key to cinema and
literature is total freedom of expression.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the WWI, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double-sgaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject-any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Una to the Editor, Mutray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42011.
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EDITOR'S NOTE: Tom
Raum covers the White House
and national politics for The
Associated Press.
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selecting a nominee. "I think it's
going to be over by the end of
March," Dole told an Iowa
audience.
There are still some stragglers.
California's primary is on
March 26 and Kansas, Missouri,
Virginia and Pennsylvania choose
delegates in April. Indiana, North
Carolina, Nebraska, West Virginia, Arkansas, Kentucky, Idaho
and the District of Columbia are
in May. And Alabama, New
Jersey, Montana and New Mexico
bring up the rear with primaries
in June.
Democrats, for now, are enjoying the GOP predicament.
"We work under a different
time frame than the Republicans," said party spokeswoman
Amy Weiss-Tobe. She noted the
Democratic National Committee
won't have to deal with delegate
selection and calendar issues for
the next presidential election
until 1998.
Ann Lewis, Clinton's deputy
campaign manager, said, "A
shorter primary would have
worked against Bill Clinton as a
challenger in 1992, although it
works for him now as president."
Still, she said, down the road,
"I think there does need to be
some national accountability or
we're going to wind up having all
our primaries on the day after
Thanksgiving."
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Clinton's form, Dole's substance
Had President Clinton not chosen
politics as a career, he could just as
easily have become a television
evangelist. In his State of EFIV Union
address, the President was in the
role of Jimmy Swaggart, preaching
virtue while practicing deceit.
Clinton called for smaller government -- after he and Mrs.Clinton
tried to "reform" the world's best
health care system and make it the
biggest government program in history. He called for more personal
responsibility -- but he gave us
Surgeon General Joycelyn Elders,
an out-of control proponent of condoms in high school, masturbation
and legalized drugs. He hailed a
decline in the very last moments
before birth. He praised the military
--but pushed for homosexuals in the
ranks, which many believe undermines that institution. He again
called for a balanced budget -- but
won't sign any of the legislation
Congress sends him that would
achieve that goal because his pollsters tell him it's better politically to
shut down the government and
blame the impasse on the Republicans.
Even as he pronounced the era of
big government to be over,he called
for still more government,elevating
it to a "partnership" level with the
family. This is what Mrs. Clinton
must mean by "village" in her book.
Bill Clinton looked and sounded
'good,but his numerous flip-flops on
countless issues and the return of the
character question leave all but the

IP....••••• ••••
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Cal Thomas
Syndicated coliumnist
most politically disengaged viewer
wondering again about his sincerity.
By contrast, Senate Majority
leader Bob Dole -- who may have
been short on form -- delivered a
speech that had substance.
Facing the most serious charge
directed against him by opponents-that he never met a principle he
couldn't compromise -- Dole spoke
of having "starkly different visions
of America."
In his best line, Dole said "every
political movement, and every
public official, must locate a place
in his heart where compromise ends
-- a core of conviction where we
keep our conscience." Dole indi-

cated he had reached the end of
bending and yielding and is now
ready to stand and fight.
He said Clinton's deeds were a
contradiction to his words, that the
president shares an elitist view of
America, that he has appointed
liberal judges who have "waged war
with our values," and that he's the
"rear guard" ofthe welfare state,and
almost the "last public defender of
the status quo."
Dole spoke of America having
"reached the defining moment" in
the debate about government as
surrogate parent and personal redeemer. He seemed to be saying it's

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. Ed Whiesid
202-22S-311S (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDEU FORD
173A Russell Senate Office tuilding, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH MeCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

now time to choose,once and for all,
between a Lyndon Johnson view of
the world (in which government
will do it all for us, even if we don't
want to do much for ourselves) and
a Ronald Reagan view of the world
(in which expensive and pervasive
government hasn't been the solution
but the problem).
That's a good campaign theme.
Offer two visions of America and
what they will mean not only to
adults but to our children, grandchildren and countless others yet to
be born. Dole is beginning to define
compassion in terms of the future -based on a foundation of virtue and
a thriving economy free of debt -rather than in terms of government
programs sustained or created and
the volume of government chec
drawn from the accounts of those
who are working for their living.
Dole's next step should be to
write on a card the four or five
specific principles he would never
compromise. They would be his
personal "contract with America,"
On the reverse side, he could put
President Clinton's vision for
America.Dole should pass out these
cards where he speaks and mail
them to people. He could then ask
voters to take the card into the
voting booth, read both sides and
select the future they want to deliver
to posterity:.
On State of the Union night, Bill
Clinton used his considerable._per7
soul skills to hide reality. Bob Dole
told the truth.
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Anxiety and Panic Group on Monday
The meeting of the Anxiety and Panic Group has been changed to
Monday from its present Thursday date. The next meeting will be
Monday, Feb. 5, at 6:30 p.m. at Muehleman Psyckological Services,
503 Poplar St., Murray. This is for persons who have problems with
anixiety and panic attacks. For more information call 753-0181 or
759-4117.

Men's Bible Study on Saturday

)y-

Men's Bible Study will meet Saturday, Feb. 3, at 8 a.m. in the
Fellowship Hall of First Baptist Church. This is open to all interested men.
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4-H Speech and Drama Club to meet
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Calloway County 4-H Speech and Drama Club will meet Saturday, Feb. 3, at 2:30 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center auditorium. All youth interested in performing in a community club variety
show act are welcome to attend. The group will be organizing a
short play for the Calloway County 4-H Variety Show.

VFW meeting will be at Benton
Veterans of Foreign Wars and Ladies Auxiliary will conduct its
District No. 1 meeting on Sunday, Feb. 4, at 1 p.m. at Benton VFW
Post #1084. Members from 'Benton 1084, Paducah 1191, Bardwell
5409, Calvert City 5739, Clinton 10953, and Murray 6291, are
invited to attend.

Four Rivers Friends plan meeting
Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday, Feb. 4, at 2 p.m. in
the Annex of Calloway County Public Library. For more information
call Velvaleen Burkeen at 753-6979 or Jamie Fields at 753-9450.
The public is invited to attend these events.

Singles (SOS) plan activities
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will have activities on
Saturday and Sunday, Feb. 3 and 4. On Saturday the group will have
"Talent Night" at 7 p.m. at Weaks Community Center. This will feature local and guest talent. Each one should bring a snack to share.
Dance lessons at a $1 charge will be from 2 to 4 p.m. on Sunday at
Weaks Community Center. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single adults, whether always
single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call
Larry, 753-9395, Jane, 489-2046, or Martha, 759-2512.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be
offering blood pressure, pulse, cholesterol and triglyceride screenings at all stops during the month of February. Also available is a
Stool for Occult Blood Screening Kit for $4. Thursday the express
will be at Uncle Joe's Store at Dover, Tenn., from 9 to 11:30 a.m.
and at Bob's Corner Grocery at New Concord from 1 to 3 p.m. Friday's stops will be at Duncan's Grocery from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and
at East-Y Grocery from I to 3 p.m., both on Highway 94 East.

Bethel Fellowship Church, located on Highway 94 East, will host
a gospel singing on Sunday, Feb. 4, at 1:30 p.m. The Sovereign
Grace Group from Marshall County will be the featured group. The
public is invited to attend.

Free tax service will be offered
Louis Douthitt and Thomas Hopkins will be filing income tax
forms for Senior Citizens at Glendale Road Church of Christ building each Tuesday starting Tuesday, Feb. 6 and continuing through
April 15. This service is free. Please call 753-3714 for an
appointment.

Animal Shelter needs puppy food
The Animal Shelter is in need of canned puppy food. Many puppies are at the shelter and it is difficult for them to chew the dry
food. Shelter workers have used up their supply of wet, or canned
puppy food. The puppies do best with "chunks" in a gravy sauce,
easily digestible and easy for them to chew. Persons are asked to
please donate cans of this food for the shelter, located off South
Fourth Street .on East Sycamore Street, Murray.
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ideals for which the institution
stands. The students then select
Mr. and Miss FHU from these
eight nominees.
Haley is an Accounting/finance
major and is a 1992 graduate of
Calloway County High School.
He is the son of Bob and Loretta
Haley.

Registration planned
MISS LOWELL GINGLES, seated, is pictured at the surprise reception
on her 100th birthday on Jan. 20. Pictured standing, from left, are her
nieces and nephews, Dale Melugin, June GIngles, Jimmie Stubblefield
'and Bob Melugln. Another nephew, R.L. Gingles, was unable to attend.

Birthday is celebrated
Miss Lowell Gingles, a resident of West View Nursing
Home, celebrated her 100th birthday on Saturday, Jan. 20.
Reared in the Penny communi- ty of Calloway County, she was
one of five children born to Virgil and Molly Cole Gingles. Her
siblings were Burney Gingles,
Lee Gingles, Jewel Gingles
Melugin, and Nallie Gingles, all
deceased.
Miss Gingles is the oldest living member of Union Grove
Church ohrist.
After passing a test to obtain a
teaching certificate, Ms. Gingles
began het 30-year career as a
teacher in one room schools in
Calloway County where she
taught all subjects for eight
grades. She taught at Goshen,
North Pleasant Grove, Heath
(near Penny) and Watson (near
Backusburg).
Ms. Gingles would begin her
day at school by building a fire in
the wood stove and drawing
water from a well or cistern.
When possible, she would board
with a family that lived near the
school and walk to school; at
other times she drove a horse and
buggy to her teaching

.assignments.
During the summers she
attended Murray State Teachers
College and obtained her degree
in 1941. After her graduation
from Murray State, she taught in
high school at Hartford until her
retirement.
Miss Gingles remains very
alert and enjoys watching television, reading, and visits from
friends and relatives.
On her birthday, a surprise
reception, hosted by her nieces
and nephews, was held in her
honor.
Her nieces are June Gingles
and Jimmie Stubblefield of Murray. Her nephews are Bob Melugin of Murray, Dale Melugin of
Paducah, R.L. Gingles of Johnson
City, Tenn., and Pat Gingles,
deceased.
Her great-nieces and nephews
are Kathy Jo Stubblefield and
Krit Stubblefield of Murray,
Mary Ann Kelly of Atlanta, Ga.,
Roger Melugin of Paducah and
Laura Herndon of Dallas, Texas.
All five of Miss Gingles'
great-nieces and nephews
attended Murray State University,
and three of the five became
teachers.

Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will have its
Spring 1996 registration at the
Park office on Payne Street starting Saturday, Feb. 3.
Parents may register their
children on the following dates:
Saturday, Feb. 3, from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m.; Sunday, Feb. 4, from 1 to
4 p.m.; from Monday, Feb. 5,
through Friday, Feb. 9, from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m.; and Tuesday, Feb.
6, from 7 to 9 p.m.
Registration is open for both
boys and girls between the ages
of six and 19 as of Aug. 1, 1995,
(under 8 through under 19).
The cost is $20 per child for
the Under 8 (ages 5 and up) and
Under 10 age groups, and $35
each for all other ages. Additional charitable donations to

JACKSON, Miss. — Michael
William Dale of Murray has been
named to the Dean's List for the
1995 fall semester at Millsaps
College.
Dean's List students have

earned a grade point average
between 3.2 and 4.0.
Dale, a graduate of Calloway
County High School, is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. John W. Dale III
of Murray.

Scalf baby boy is born
Lisa Scalf of Rt. 2, Box 112,
Murray, is the mother of a son,
Preston Tra Scalf, born on Sunday, Jan. 14, 19%, at 7:45 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The baby weighed eight

improve the soccer facilities
would be greatly appreciated.
Any soccer equipment belonging to MCCSA can be brought to
registration. For additional information contact Bill france at
753-6524.

Theatres
Program Info. Call 753-3314
Matinees Sat. & Sun. Only!!!

Mr Holland's Opus
PG 1:30 4:10 7:00 9:45
Eye for an Eye
R 1:30 3:45 7:10 9:20
Screamers
R 1:30 3:40 7:10 9:20
Grumpier Old Men
PG13 1:30 3:30 7:05 9:10

Act
American Heart
Association..

HEAT
R 1:30 7:15
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If you are what you eat,
why not cut back on fat?
E.
Your
Iitill service
Pharmacy
And morel
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Movies At The Moms'

•15% Cash Discount one
all pre,scriptions
•Computerized Records
•PCS •Mediment
•BC-BS •Paid State Aid
•Health & Beauty Items
•Hours: 8-6 M-F; 8-5 Sat.

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn
R.Ph.

753-1462

109 S. 4th St.

very Fri• ay

Dale named for honor

Bethel Fellowship plans singing

t

13•1•NaG•0
Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m.
Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

New Location - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)
* $1000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
$500 Jackpot Every Week
for Smokers and Non-Smokers

* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60%, 75% and 90%

* Air Conditioned - Accommodations
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

pounds seven ounces and measured 20% inches.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Dewey Scalf of Rt. 2, Murray. A
great-grandmother is Mrs. Maydell Lee of Murray.

We proudly present our bridal registry.

Glendale offers services

Valerie Jackson IR Jon Muehleman

Glendale Road Church of Christ has a service to the community
of clothing, household and furniture items for families who have lost
their homes by fire, for victims of spouse abuse, and any one in
need. Dewayne Harper, deacon in charge of Caring and Sharing
Center, said the center is open from noon to 4 p.m. on Tuesday and
Thursday.

February 17, 1996

Amy McKee

ez Chad Boike

March 16, 1996

Murray's Newest Concept In Shopping—
Bulk Foods In Convenient Size Packages,

The

Snowbunnies

We Buy The Bulk...You Save The Money.

From Department 56
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HENDERSON, Tenn. — Murray resident Jason Haley has been
nominated by the student body of
Freed-Hardeman University as a
finalist for Mr. FNU.
Each year the students of
Freed-Hardeman nominate four
senior men and four senior
women who best represent the

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
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Haley is nominated

Topiary $8
Special Section

Item's 1/2

Off

WINTER HOURS:

Hoffman's

Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.-Noos
Sunday Closed

759-4512
Hwy. 94 E of Murray

"1111111111".1100slissiosemal"..11S

March 30, 1996

Sara Thompson et Stephen Wawrin
April 27, 1996

Wholesome Foods and Snacks_
*ftesh Spices and a Varigy of Bakih-g Needs
*Dried Fruits, Nuts and Dull Mix
*Cheeses and Chocolatesfrom Ohio's Amishland
Toffees. Teas & Herb Teas
*Sugarftee,FatFree,Salt Free and Organic Foods
Unique Handcrafted Gifts

Ivy Heart Shaped

Gift

Teresa Storey fit Jeffrey Ferguson

•••••-•••......

Kellie Vock El Jody Lassiter
May 11, 1996

Janie Martin at Matt Hale
May 24, 1996

Sonia Pereira at Kelly Steely

STORK HOURS
Tuss.-Wsd.-Thors.-Sat. 0-5:110
Fridays 0-11
Claimod Sundays it Mondays

2100 Coldwater Rd.• 767-0486
(Nest to Dutch Essenhaus)

.414

ADDY..

•••••••••••.••••••••••••=1.-....,

May 25, 1996
111 South 4th Street 739-2100
On Murray's Court Square
Open Monday - Saturday 10:00 - 5:00
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OPEN SUN. 1-6 • OPEN SUN. 1-6 • OPEN SUN. 1-6

Ladies' Dress &
Casual Shoes
1st Pair Reg. Price
2nd Pair...

Factory Discount Shoes
and

Nurse's Uniforms
753-9419

Downtown on Court S • uare

OPEN SUN. 1-6 • OPEN SUN. 1-6 • OPEN SUN. 1-6

TODAY

CALENDAR
Thursday, Fob. I
Oaks Country Club Men's Association meets.
Murray American Legion Post 73 at 7
p.m./American Legion Hall.
Rehearsal of Music Chorus of Music
Department of Murray Woman's
Club/6 p.m. Note earlier dme.•
East Calloway Elementary School
PTO/6 p.m.
Accessible A.A. me•ting/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living,
Dixieland Shopping Center.
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or
dysfunctional familiies/6:30
p.m./Calloway County Health Center.
Info/Carolyn, 753-6026 or Nancy,
753-7405.
Breast Cancer Support Group
meeting/7 p.m./board room, MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/753-3862.
Health Express of MCCH/Bob's Corner Grocery, New Concord/1-3 p.m.
German Shepherd Dog Club of West
Kentucky/7:30 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
Murray Women of the Moose
Enrollment/8 p.m.
Greater Hope Baptist Church Youth
Activities/5:30 p.m.; Prayer and Bible
Study/7 p.m. at Main Street Youth
Center.
Shiloh Full Gospel Assembly study/7
p.m.

NEW

Hometown Advantages
• Saturday Hours at the 12th and Chestnut Branch
• Drive-thrus open at 8:00 a.m.
• Switchboard open at 8:00 a.m.
Effective date and details to be announced

We are all the help you
need to say...
ft

141

J.-ft-Or&

Save
BIG!
Clear
not
Cloudy
Diamonds."

Your Choice
One Carat*
One Carat*
Heart Cluster

Thursday, Feb. 1
St. John Episcopal Church Holy
Eucharist/5:15 p.m.
Knights of Columbus/7:30 p.m./K-C
Hall.
First Christian Church Singles Study.
Support Group/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Mothers Day
Out/3 p.m.; Work Night and Lifestyles
Contemporary Issues/6:30 p.m.
Murray TOPS 1469/weigh-in/6
p.m./meeting/7 p.m./Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Murray Civitan Club/6 p.m./Eva's
Country Kitchen. Clergy members
honored.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.
Calloway County High School Lakers
and Lady Lakers host basketball
games with Fulton City/JV Girls/4:30
p.m.; Girls/6 p.m.; Boys/7 p.m.
Murray State University hosts
basketball games with Southeast
Missouri/Lady Racrs/5:45 p.m.;
Racers/7:45 p.m.
Senior recital by Tracy Baker, tenor/8
p.m./Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Building, MSU. No charge.
"Germinal" German film/7:30
p.m./Curris Center Theatre, MSU. No
charge.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
TennJ7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building,
Paris. Info/Kennith Broach, 753-3580.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m. No
charge.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-7:30 p.m. No
charge.
Friday, Feb. 2
Calloway County High School Laker
Basketball Boys play games at Trigg
County/6 p.m.
Murray High School Tiger Basketball
Girls and Boys host Fulton County/6
p.m.
Weeks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Breakfast/8:30 a.m., Bridge Club/1
p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Murray Art Guild open/10 a.m.-3 p.m.
First Baptist Church Parent's Night
Out/6-9:30 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church Evening
Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Bingo, sponsored by Murray Shrine
Club/7 p.m./Highway 121 North by
Fairgrounds. Public invited.
AA opento newcomers/8
p.m./American Legion Building.
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Alford Chapter No. 445 of Order of
Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./lodge hall at
Aurora.
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.
Health Express of MCCH/Duncan's
Grocery/8:30-11:30 a.m. and East-Y
Grocery/1-3 p.m., both on Hwy. 94
East.
"Germinal" German film/7:30
p.m./Curris Center Theatre, MSU. No
charge.
AQUA Horse Show/7 p.m./West Kentucky Exposition Center. No
admission.

GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG CLUB photos

Lee King, left, accepts the Gains award from German Shepherd Dog
Club of West Kentucky from Bud Budreau, club vice president.

Dog club gives awards
German Shepherd Dog Club of
West Kentucky presented 1995
awards at the annual holiday party and awards dinner on Dec. 16
at the home of Lee King and Dee
Felts.
Receiving the Gains award for
good sportsmanship and outstanding service to the club was
Lee King. Bonnie Jean Baker
received the Dog World award
for outstanding service to the
club and the sport of dogs.
Other members receiving
awards includekd Dr. Mary Adelman for a Championship on
"Lady," Bonnie Jean Baker for a
CD on "Lucky," and Bunny Lanfling for a Championship on
"Valar" and a CD on "Viper."
Club officers for 1995 were
recognized: Dr. Mary B. Adel-

0h
75

Your Choice
.88
$12

Diamond
Earrings

OFF
REG.
PRICES

On All Items Remaining On Our

'499

SALE TABLES!

Heart Diamond
Bracelet

Moll imports®

49

Only $

with either One Carat*
diamond heart urchase

Anniversary
Bands say,

UNIVERSITY PLAZA
MURRAY, KY

CHESTNUT

"I Love You!"

man of Hazel, president; Bud
Budreau of Mayfield, vice president; Lee King of Mayfield,
secretary-treasurer, Pat Ward of
Paris, Tenn., Ruth Budreau of
Mayfield, Kim Green of Benton
and Bunny Lanning of Murray,
board members.
The club will sponsor a Sheep
Herding match on June 2; an allbreed obedience and German
Shepherd conformation match,
Sept. 22; and an AKC licensed
Sheep Herding Trial, Oct. 19 and
20.
Other events for the 1996 year
will include the annual "All Day
Dog Day" at Calloway County
Public Library in July, and several dog education programs during
the year which are also free and
open to the public.
Persons interested in any of
these events or in joining the
German Shepherd Dog Club of
West Kentucky may contact any
of the above officers or call
436-2858. Regular club meeting
'is the first Thursday of each
month at Calloway County Public
Library.
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Bernard
gets degree

mai(

LUBBOCK, Texas — Tracey
Marie Bernard of 1819 Ridgewood Dr., Apt. 1, Murray, received
her degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Industrial Engineering
from Texas Tech University.
Bernard was one of more than
1,500 students at Texas Tech
University who received degrees
during 1995 fall commencement
exercises.

McKeown Business Systems

One Carat*
Two Row

introduces the Ca11011 NP6012 and NP6012F
zr =— -1 copiers - the most exciting new desktop models in
-the industry.., now with the most exciting offer as well!!!

1/4 Carat*
$20 A Month
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Dee Felts presents the Dog World award from German Shepherd Dog
Club of West Kentucky to Bonnie Jean Baker.

• NOW SAVE •

515 A
Mont

Vrat 99

1r
:

Channel Set$199

-

"Wher-Valentine
of a Lifetime"

FOR A LIMITED TIME_
Calloll

Brilliant Round Solitair

One Carat
SW) per month

McKeown

HE FREE OFFER
IS WORTH

MING A FREE

350 TO 1645

OFTI,R TO THE TABLr

"Large not Mini
Genuine Panda
24K Coin Ring
Herringbone or Rope

Total wcoit

THE COPIER IS
INVALUABLE...

You couldn't imagine a better offer! Buy a
Canon
convenience copier from
Systems - not only will you
Business
McKeown
own an invaluable copier that delivers superior
performance:
• INSTANT WARM UP
• QUICK - 12 COPIES PER MINUTE
• EASY TO USE
• AUTOMATIC Document FEED (6012F ONLY)
• MUCH MORE - ASK US TO SHOW YOU

You will also receive the following
FREE incentives:
• Canon convenience kit-includes FREE
Canon toner and other supplies
• FREE On-Site service for a full year including parts
• $500 trade-in for any Callon or competitive
copier OR
...FREE Canon Bubble Jet multi-function fax
substitute for $500 trade-in allowances.($1295
value)

4

LEASE TO OWN - 79.00/MO. - 3 YRS. - FREE SERVICE AND WE'LL THROW IN A STAND.
rivcrs WILL RUN OUTI
CALL NOW - LIMITED TIME OFIFERI corivernericE KITS &

rftrz

McKeown Business Systems
502-443-8461 • 627 BROADWAY • PADUCAH • 1-800-227-4932
DIVISION Or 111.NRY A. PETTLK SUPPLY COMPANY
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Mitzi Lynn Rickman and
Michael Kenneth Copeland

DeBoer-Kemp wedding
vows to be said Feb. 24
James and Mary Ellen-DeBoer of Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Emily DeBoer, to Bob
Kemp Jr., son of Bob Sr. and Martha Kemp of Lynn Grove.
The bride-elect is a 1991 graduate of Murray High School and a
1995 graduate of Murray State University with a Bachelor of Science
degree in Nursing. She is currently employed by Primary Care Medical Center, Murray.
The groom-elect attended Calloway County High School. He is currently employed by Brent Allen Ditching, Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday, Feb. 24, 1996, at 7 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.
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Rickman and Copeland
wedding to be March 9
Mitzi Lynn Rickman and Michael Kenneth Copeland announce their
approaching marriage.
The vows will be said on Saturday, March 9, 1996, at 4 p.m. at
First Baptist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow in the Church Fellowship Hall.
Out-of-town invitations will be sent. All relatives arid friends are
invited to attend the wedding and the reception.
The bride-elect is the daughter of James and Barbara Rickman and
the late Judy Rickman. She is the granddaughter of Kathryn Outland
and the late Brent Outland and of Mr. and Mrs. Macon Rickman, all
of Murray.
The groom-elect is the son of Peggy Harrell of Murray and Richard
Copeland of Maryville, Tenn. He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Owen of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. John Copeland of Maryville, Tenn.
Miss Rickman is a 1994 graduate of Calloway County High School.
She is currently attending Murray State University majoring in
Accounting. She is employed at the MSU Federal Credit Union.
Mr. Copeland recently graduated from West Kentucky State Technical School, Paducah, where he received a degree in Combination
Welding. He is currently employed at Stabler's Custom Welding.

•kitchen & home
The charming yellow cottage at
408 S. 12th St. in Murray • 753-0545
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1995 Ford E150 Chateau Club Wagon
Blue, quad captain chairs, loaded, sharp.

y.

1995 Ford E350 Club Wagon

VFW Post gets award

11in

Paul A. Spera, Comniander-inChief of the Veterans of Foreign
Wars of the United States, has
announced the award of a Golden
Anniversary Citation to VFW
Post 6291, Murray. The Post will
be 50 years old on Feb. 4, 1996.
In issuing the citiation to Post
Commander Daythel A. Turley,
Spera congratulated all members
of Post 6291 for the outstanding
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record they have achieved of service to the community, the veterans and to the nation over the
past 50 years.
Post 6291 joins a growing list
of VFW Posts whose long association with the organizastion have
made it the most successful major
veterans group int he country
with a membership of more than
two million men and women.

NOTICE
The Murray Ledger & Times is updating it s
photo files. If you have brought any pictures in
before 1995 that you wish to have back please
come to our office and pick them up by March 1,
1996. Old photos will be thrown away.
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INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. —
Jason Thomas Leet of Murray has
been named to the Dean's List

for the fall semester of the
1995-96 academic year at Butler
University.
Lee is a freshman finance
major in University College. A

1995 graduate of Calloway County High School, he was one of
the valedictorians of the class and
editor of the Laker annual.
He is the son of Jason and
Martha Lee and grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. J.C. Kemp, all of
Murray.

•

1995 Ford E350 Club Wagon
15 Passenger, green, high capacity air, loaded, extra
sharp.

1995 Ford E350 Club Wagon
15 Passenger, white, high capacity air, nice.

1995 Ford E250 Super Cargo Van
White, air, automatic, excellent work van.
White, low mileage, local trade in, loaded, extra nice.

Leet named for honor

ny

15 Passenger, white, high capacity air, extra nice.
•

1995 Ford Windstar

NEED INSURANCE
PROTECTION?
Call Me For Great Rates
On Auto & Home
Insurance.
Ashley Ross • 753-0489 • Ross Insurance

1995 Ford WI"-'
capacity air, loaded,sharp.

Champagne,tan

1995 Ford Windstar LX
Red, loaded, quad seats, extra sharp.

1995 Ford Windstar GL
Blue, high capacity, air, extra nice.

1994 Ford Aerostar
White, blue interior, loaded, nice.

1993 Ford Aerostar
Blue and white, blue interior, local trade in, loaded, high
capacity air, extra nice.

1993 Mercury Villager LS
Mocha Frost, tan interior, local one owner, sold new,
loaded, low mileage, extra sharp.

After Inventory-

1993 Nissan Quest XE

0—

•

White, local one owner, loaded, nice.

ig

1993 Ford Aerostar
rn

White, local trade in, nice.
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1992 Ford Aer

XLT
..ner, extra nice, loaded, 16w

Red and silver, loca
mileage

1992 Plymouth Voyager
•

White, new truck trade in.

Coats - Suits - Dresses *
Sportswear
Shoes - Boots - Handbags

1992 Plymouth Voyager
White, local trade in.

1990 E350 Cargo Van
White, local one owner, diesel, excellent work van.

1990 Ford Aerostar

•

Mocha, local trade in, one owner.

1990 Ford Aerostar

I

Blue, new car trade in, local, good miles.

1990 Chevrolet C20 Conversion Van

I/4 to 3/4 off
)4 SMUTS

of Murray

Hours: Monday-Thursday 11:30 to 530
Friday 9:30 to 7:30 • Saturday 9:30-5004 Sunday 1-5

maimmanisi".••""`"
•

••

White & burgundy, new truck trade in, low miles.

1988 Ford E150 Conversion Van

•

Two-tone gray, local trade in.

1987 Ford Aerostar XLT
•

Blue & silver, local trade in.

1987 Chevrolet Astro

•
•

Blue & gold, local trade in.

1985 Ford E150 Extended Conversion Van
•

Brown, local, one owner, new car trade in.
"See Us Before You Buy Or Lease.

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury IN

1. FORD

701 Main St•Murray .753-5273
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Emily DeBoer
and Bob Kemp Jr.
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KENTUCKY ALL-A CLASSIC

Viant'eliminates Murray
St. Henry center
leads Crusaders
past Lady Tigers
for 47-32 victory
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
RICHMOND — Big-time players seem to have a knack for
coming through at the right
times. And St. Henry's Katie
Vieth is definitely a big-time
player.
Correction: make that a giantsized big-time player.
Vieth, the University of Kentucky signe,e who is officially
listed at 6-3 on the Lady Crusader roster, used her overwhelming
size advantage to its fullest in the
second half against Murray, scor-

ing 13 of her game-high 15 to
lead St. Henry to a 47-32 win in
the All-A Classic Wednesday
night at Eastern Kentucky's
McBrayer Arena.
"We haven't seen any players
that size in the First Region,"
said Murray coach Jimmy Harrell
after his team was eliminated
from the tournament and fell to
15-4. "Size like that is hard to
practice against, and we don't
even have any boys at our school
we could put in and practice
against."
Murray senior Sarah Snyder
was a little more animated when
describing how it felt going
against the hulking Vieth: "When
she raised her arms up, I said,
'Oh, my gosh, she looks 700 feet
tall," Snyder said.
Vieth's presence was also felt
on the defensive end as she
changed several Murray shots

ST. HENRY 47, MURRAY 32
ST. HENRY (13-7)
B. Vieth 6-7 2-2 12. Casey 1-5 0-1 2, Clements 1-5 0-1 2. K. Vieth 7-13 1-1 15. ObarscNaas 2-5 0-0 4. Topmillw 4-7 2-2 10, Vogt 1-5
0-02. One 0-1 0-20. Brockman 0-2 0-0 0. Totals
21-50 5-9 47.
MURRAY (15-4)
Thomas 3-13 0-0 8. Dowdy 2-4 0-0 4, Shaw
0-1 0-0 0, Snyder 24 2-4 11. Williams 5-18 0-0
10, Maddox 2-8 0-04. Greens 0-0 2-3 2. Totals
14-48 4-7 32.
St. Henry
08 12 15 12-47
Murray
12 08 08 08-32
oyint goals—St. Henry 0-7 (Casey 0-2, K.
\loth 0-1, Obarschlaka 0-1, Toprrillor 0-2, Vogt
0-1), Murray 0-10 (Thomas 0-5. WiNiarra 0-5).
Fouled ou1—Nonts. Total lotrls—St. Henry 8. Murray 11. A—N/A.

non-factor in the first half as
Murray's defense kept the ball
out of her hands, allowing her
only two points.
"In the first half they played
real aggressive," Vieth said.
"They were double-teaming and
triple-teaming me, and I couldn't
get open."
"We couldn't let her score
inside at will," Harrell said. "So
we had somebody fronting her
and playing in back of her."
Keeping Vieth in check allowed Murray to lead 12-8 after one
quarter, but St. Henry, out to
prove it was not a one-woman
team, had two players take up the
slack. Vieth's younger sister,
Beth, and Michelle Topmiller
scored six points each in the
opening two quarters as the Lady
Crusaders managed to hold a

inside and was a big reason the
Lady Tigers shot only 29 percent
for the game (14 of 48). Vieth
also grabbed eight rebounds.
"It was like David and Goliath
out there," Murray senior Stacy
Thomas said. "It was hard to get
the ball over her, and a few times
I couldn't even see the goal; I
just threw it up there."
• See Paglt 9
Still, Vieth was essentially a

Cardinals prolong
S. Florida misery
with 57-54 victory

RACER BASKETBALL

Future
Racers

TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — There is final 2:47.
no homecouo advantage at South
Wheat scored on a driving layFlorida.
in seconds after South Florida's
In home Conference USA Pat Lawrence gave the Bulls a
games this season, the Bulls have 54-49 lead with 2:47 remaining.
challeRge4 their opponents down On the Bulls next possession,
-to the final minutes, but have Lawrence shot an airball as the
wound up losing three games by shot clock wound down, and
a combined seven points.
Brian Kiser answered with a
The most recent loss came 3-pointer to tie the game at 54
Wednesday night, 57-54 to with 1:30 remaining in the game.
Louisville, which held South
The Cardinals, who confused
Florida (8-9, 0-6) scoreless for South Florida down the stretch by
the final 2:47.
switching to a 3-2 zone on its last
DeJuan Wheat scored 17 points four possessions, took the lead
and made three free throws in the 'for good on a Wheat free throw
last minute as Louisville scored with 59.7 left.
the final eight points. While the
The Bulls' Chucky Atkins,
Cardinals never found the rhythm who had 13 points but was only
offensively, the defense set up 5-of-17 from the floor and
some wide open baskets down the 1-of-10 from 3-point range,
stretch as Louisville (15-6, 7-1) grabbed the rebound. Wheat was
held the Bulls scoreless over the fouled.

Injuries hit
MSU signees;
6-6 Howard
follows suit
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
After coaching for almost 25
years at Southwest (Macon, Ga.)
High School, Clyde Barden has
seen his share of top-notch
basketball players.
Norm Nixon, Jeff Malone, Terry Fair, Eric Manual and Sharone
Wright are just a few of the stars
that have led Southwest to six
state basketball titles.
Kijana Howard, a senior at
Southwest who signed with Murray State in November, joins the
long list of players leaving
Macon for a Division-I basketball
program and Barden says he's in
the same mold as his former
stars.
"I don't want to be quoted,
because we've had so many great
players and a lot of those guys
still help me out," joked Barden
in a recent phone interview. "But
(Howard) will go down as one of
the best."
An athletic 6-foot-6 forward,
Howard leads Southwest (14-4)
in scoring (17.2 ppg.) and
rebounding (6.6 rpg.). Southwest
has four players scoring in double
figures, which has kept Howard's
numbers down, Barden said.
"Other than scoring and
rebounding he runs the floor so
well," Barden said of Howard,
who has a season high of 22. "He
can really get up and down the
floor.
"And, he's really our leader.

STEVE PARKER/Ledger A Times phob

Lady Tigers Sarah Snyder, left, and Wendy Dowdy (shown against Carlisle) had their hands full Inside Wednesday night.

Ledger 8 Times file photo

Racer head coach Mark Gottfried's four early signees have been beat up, but still full of promise.
He doesn't talk much, but he's an
inspiration to our team."
Barden said Howard was listed
as one of the top five players in
the state of Georgia by one publication and the veteran coach has
no doubt that Howard will make
an impact at Murray State.
"He's going to make (MSU) a
great, great ballplayer," the coach
explained. "The people there will
be proud of him and he won't
embarass the school or the
community."
Howard was one of four players to sign early with first-year
MSU coach Mark Gottfried.
Unfortunately, Howard is the
only player that has remained
healthy throughout the 1995-96

Season Averages

Arne!! Hamilton (6-8, F).
Dennis Dahl (6-11, C)
Michael Turner (6-7, F).
Kijana Howard (6-6, F)
season.
Michael Turner, a 6-7 forward
from Goodpasture High School in
Nashville, Tenn.; Dennis Dahl, a
6-11 center from Iowa Central
Community College; and Arndt
Hamilton, a 6-8 forward from
Pensacola Junior College all have
had physical setbacks this season.
Turner missed all of preseason

Gms

Pts

Reb

HIPt

17
10
19
18

6.8
13.2
12.0
17.2

6.0
6.1
8.0
6.6

14
29
31
22

practice while recovering from
osteomyelitis (inflammation of
the bone) in his lower leg. With
an IV in his neck for six weeks
this fall, Turner returned to practice one day before Goodpasture's season opener.
Goodpasture coach Steve
III See Page 9

Calabria's late tap-in
lifts Heels past Duke
By TOM FOREMAN Jr.
AP Sports Writer
CHAPEL HILL, N.C.(AP) —
Once again, Dante Calabria was
the beneficiary of plain old luck.
Calabria's tap-in with 6.5 seconds to play helped No. 8 North
Carolina cap its second straight
comeback from a double-digit
deficit and take a 73-72 victory
over Duke on Wednesday night.
Coach Dean Smith's only
senior helped pull off a lastsecond victory at Maryland on
Jan. 6 when he got off a pass to
Antawn Jamison while sitting in
the lane, and Jamison turned it
into a game-winning basket in
overtime.
"Just hang around and you're

DANTE CALABRIA
bound to get one or two of
them," Calabria said.
"It's luck. I can't tell you how
to do it," he said.
II See Page 9

Mariners sign Griffey to new $34 million deal
By LINDA ASHTON
AP Sports Writer
SEATTLE (AP) — The Seattle Mariners made center fielder Ken Griffey Jr.
baseball's highest-paid player. Now
they're prepared to build their team
around him.
"The name of Ken Griffey Jr. has
become synonymous with the Mariners," said Chuck Armstrong, president
of the ball club.
"Ken will be the man around which
this learn will move forward," Marinerschairman John Ellis said Wednesday.
The four-year, $34 million contract

extension has an average annual value
of $8.5 million, topping the $7.29 million annual average of the six-year deal
Barry Bonds signed with San Francisco
in December 1992.
Armstrong called Griffey the best
player in baseball and recalled fondly
the 1987 draft when he was the team's
No. 1 pick
"Ken is our own player," Armstrong
said. "He goes a long way to enhance
the attractiveness of our franchise."
Griffeyinsitted-satary was not thrtop
consideration in his decision to remain
with Seattle.

"I've always told the Mariners it's
The extension starts with the 1997
not a matter of the money," Griffey said season, meaning Griffey will be under
in a telephone news conference from contract with the Mariners through the
Orlando, Fla. "I've always wanted to be 2000 season.
on a winning team, to have something to
"We've gone a long way in the last
shoot for in- September and early couple of years. We're going to field a
October."
good team in '96. We're going to be
Griffey gets a signing bonus of $2.5 competitive," Griffey said.
million. In 1997, he will be paid $7.25
The Mariners reached the American
million; in 1998, $7.75 million; in 1999, League Championship Series for the
$8.25 million, and in 2000, $8.25 first time in their history last season,
million.
beating the New York Yankees before
He-Is OW trigibie for a humbet or' losing to the Cleveland Indians.
other bonuses, including $100,000 if he ' Faced with a player payroll of $35
is named World Series MVP.
million this year, the Mariners traded

first baseman Tino Martinez, third baseman Mike Blowers and reliever Jeff
Nelson.
"I hated to see us break up a good
team and a good bunch of guys," Griffey said earlier this month. "I care a lot
about who I play with. It hasn't helped
to see Tino and Blow go, or Nellie.
"The guys they're bringing in may be
good players, but we just don't know
how it will all fit together. It's like
we're starting over. The Mariners are
always starting over, and that gets old."
On Wednesday, he put a little different spin on it.
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Reese said Turner is just now
getting back into shape.
"We probably rushed him
back," the coach explained last
week. "He lost 20 pounds, but
he's gained almost all of that
back."
Turner, the younger brother of
former Vanderbilt star and current NBA veteran Jeff Turner, is
averaging 12 points and eight
rebounds per game.
"He has really put together a
string of good games together
lately," Reese said. "In one game
he had 31 points and missed just
two shots from 'the field and the
free throw line."
An excellent passer and threepoint shooter. Turner has been

BASKETBALL
III Murray St. vs. SEMO (DH)
Racer Arena - 5.45/7:45
•Galloway vs. Fulton City (DH)
Jeffrey Gymnasium - 6
ilL)A

BASKETBALL
• Lakers at Trigg Co.
Cadiz - 7:30 p.m.
SAl LIFiDAY
BASKETBALL
• Murray St. vs. Tech (DH)
Racer Arena - 1/4 p.m
• Calloway at Marshall (DH)
Diakenville - 6 p m
'Makeup Game

9
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asked to play inside this season
because of the number of talented
perimeter players at Goodpasture.
"He gives us a go-to guy in the
post," Reese said of Turner, who
blocks 2.5 shots per game. "The
main thing he does is he gets a
lot of rebounds and, defensively,
he changes shots."
Hamilton, a former 5A player
of the year in the state of Alabama, has missed five games at
Pensacola Junior College with a
stress fracture in his right foot.
Averaging 6.8 points and 6.0
rebounds per game, Hamilton has
played in Pensacola's last four
games.
"Coming off the injury, I'm
keeping him down to about sixteen minutes per game right
now," said Pensacola coach Mark
Slonaker. "He'll play a lot more
when he gets in better condition

„
and feels better about the injury.
Prior to the injury, Hamilton
was averaging 9.5 points and
eight rebounds for Pensacola
(15-7).
Slonaker said Hamilton's main
concern will be bulking up when
he gets to Murray State. "We've
got to get him drinking milk."
Dahl's season came to a halt
three weeks ago when he broke
his right wrist diving for a loose
ball in practice.
Prior to his injury, Dahl was
averaging 13.2 points and 6.1
rebounds per game with season
highs of 29 points and 16 boards.
"He was up and down," said
Iowa Central coach Donnie Tyndall. "He played some great
basketball for us at times, and at
other times he played pretty
poor."
Tyndall. who played at More-

North Carolina (16-4, 7-1
Atlantic Coast Conference)
battled from 17 points down,
nearly mirroring the 18-point
comeback it staged against Wake
Forest last week.
Steve Wojciechowski sank his
only basket of the second half, a
3-pointer with 1:13 remaining, to
give Duke a 72-68 lead. Shammond Williams retaliated with a
3-pointer at 57.9 to bring the Tar
Heels within one.
North Carolina nearly lost- the
ball when Calabria was tied up
near halfcourt with Collins, but
the Tar Heels regained
possession.
Serge Zwikker's shot,, inside
was blocked by Greg „Newton,
but Calabria came down the lane
untouched and got the tap-in.
Price, in position to be a hero
once again, missed a jumper from
the wing as the buzzer sounded.

head State in the late '80s and
early '90s, compared Dahl to former Morehead standout Doug
Bentz. Saying Dahl had more
skills than Bentz, Tyndall also
added that the 6-11 center needed
to become more physical.
"He's just one of those kids
that has to get tougher," Tyndall
explained. "I've played in that
league (OVC) and I know how
physical those teams are. He's
got to get stronger and I think
he's the type of kid who will continue to do that."
Iowa Central (10-11) is 2-4
since Dahl's absence, but could
get their center back in two
weeks.
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20-18 halftime lead.
"In the first half they took
away our inside game, but we
realized we could hit from the
outside, and that opened up the
inside game in the third quarter,"
said St. Henry coach Amy Sutter.
Katie Vieth was unstoppable in
the third periodagainst the much
smaller Lady Tigers. After Murray closed to 22-20 on a Williams
jumper, Vieth scored seven
straight points and had nine
points in an 11-0 run that put St.
Henry ahead for good, 31-20.
Vieth then shocked everyone by
canning an 18-foot jumper later
in the third, which ended with the
Lady Crusaders up 35-24.
"When she stepped out and hit
a shot, that was something we
didn't really know about," Harrell said. "But that's the sign of a
good team, to adjust the way they
did. 'Give them credit, they
pounded the ball inside when
they could."
Fatigue began taking its toll on
Murray in the fourth quarter as
playing on the larger collegiate
court played a part in forcing 18

Lady Tiger turnovers for the
game. Sara Williams scored six
of tier team-high 10 points in the
period, but it wasn't nearly
enough to catch St. Henry.
"I think we were getting tired
in the second half because we're
not used to playing on that big of
a floor," Williams explained.
"They play their home games at
Thomas Moore College and they
were used to playing on a college
floor and we weren't. It's about
10 feet bigger than a high school
court."
Williams also had nine
rebounds as Murray was °Unbounded by only a 34-32 count.
Thomas and Snyder added six
points each.
Beth Vieth contributed 12
points for St. Henry (14-7) while
Topmiller had 10. The Lady Crusaders shot 50 percent in the second half (11 of 22) and 42 percent for the game (21 of 50).
"We wanted to keep the ball
moving up and down the court
and we tried real hard in the first
half, but then we got a little
tired," Harrell said. "We became
a little intimidated and we never
got in rhythm."

MISS YOUR PAPER - CALL 753-1916

Great Performances by Martin.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

753-9627

VVVVV FARM

•

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
EAST
Bucknell 90, Hoer Cross N. OT
Colgate 91, Lafayette 76
ConneMlout 77, Rutgers 59
Geomelown 91. West Virginia 67
MOM 77. Robert Morris 70
Nag 69, laNgh 63
Notre Dame 86, St. John's 83
Penn 83, Hotairs 55
Si. Peters 96, St. Francis, Pa 54
SCOUTH
Alberni It Florida 65
Davidson N. VIAI 79
Delaware St. 75. Morgan St 66
East Carolina 66. Richmond 58
Fulmer 80. Georgia Southern 38
louleville 57, South Florida 54
Mississippi Si. 76, Georgia 73
North Caroana 73, Duke 72
Old Dominion 51. N.0 -Wilmington 50
South Choirs 62. Worland 5$
Tennessee 67. lasaimippi 52
V. Commonwealth 94. George Mason 61
Vendeible 76. &burn 62
Virginia Tech 74. N.C.-Greensboro 48
Forest 66, N. Carolna St 62
William I Mary II. James lAadison 51

thOWEST
Bradley 77, Nike 03
BMW 78, Loyal. II 66
Cincinnati 78. N.C. Charkitte 64
Kansas 64. Catishorre St 66
Kansas Si. 77. Nebraska 68
Kant 05, Bel Si. 11.5
Slant Ohlo 110, Bowling Green 64
lihdOgen St. et Penn St. 56
kilmwoota 77. Northeastern 611
Ohio St. 63. Wisconsin 55
Ohlo U. $2. E. tradllitan 73

Purdue 60. Michrgan 59
5 linos 78. indana Sr 65
Toledo 65. Cent Mchigan 59
W Michigan 51. Akron 46
Ws -Milwaukee 83. W lImos 75
Xavier, Oho 64 St Joseph's 71
SOUTHWEST
Ark .Linie Rod' 72, South Alabama 60
North Texas 62 Southern Meth 55
Oklahoma 67. Texas 65. OT
Rice 79. Baylor 64
SW Missain St 66, Tulsa 61
Texas Chnman 80. Texas AIM 76
Texas Tech 78, Oral Roberts 74

Available in LP or Natural Gas
,

// cerri-freegit.,

flailin (;./..

all the feature,. you I,,ve ah,,lit

PRO BASKETBALL
Wednesday's Games
Boston 131, Vancouver 98
Phoenix 120, Atlanta 134
Camtand 81 tAiwauke• 71
Utah 98. Portland 94
San Antonio 115, LA Clicpers 106
Thursday's Games
Orlando at New York. 630 pm
Philadelphra at Marni, 6 30 p.m.
Houston at Chancing, 630 pm.
Indiana at Damn, 6 30 pm
Denver at Milwaukee. 7.30 p m.
Seattle at Dallas, 7 30 pm
Chicago at Sacramento, 9 30 p m
Friday's Genus
Portland at Washington. 630 p m
Atlanta at Orlando. 630 p.m.
BoMon at Indiana, 6.30 pm.
Phoenix at Cleveland, 7 pm.
lAnneeota at San Antonio, 730 p.M.
p.m
L.A CIppers at Utah,
New Jersey at Vancouver, 9 p m
Chicago at L A. Laken, 930 pm
Toronto at Golden State. 9 30 p m
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elected Styles
Athletic

Nike - Reebok®
• Umbro® - Adidas®
•Jackets
•Warmups
Mid-Winter
'Fleece
•Nylon Separates
•UK Fleece

savings!
Nike • Reebok e Fila • Adidas
New Balance • Asics $ Rockport
Converse K-Swiss • Tretom
Saucony $ Wilson
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Saito Ends Wed., Feb. 14

Men-Women Children

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR WE"
urray 753-8844
Chestnut St.

Men Women Children
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Classified

I

Tc'Ari:uATE CALL 753-1916

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
212P.12Y ACIA
S4.00 Column Inch
40% Discount 2nd Run.
410% Discount 3rd Nun.
At .1 Ads WM tun NM I Day Period)
$2 00 per column inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Cord of Thanks
. In Memory
Lost & Found

010
020
025
030
040
050

Reader Ads
300 per word, $6.1X11 minimum
1st day.64 per word per day for
each ocidiflonoi consecuttve
day. $2.00 extra for Shopper
(Tues. ClassIfleids go Into Shopping Guido.) $2.00 extra for
blind box ads.

190
370
390
400
550

YSItri_Salci2,122repszia
A $2.00 fee WI be roquirocl to malts
cry changes b ad offer deociine.

FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
Uvestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Peed & Seed

Help Wonted
Domestic & Childcare
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

080
230
250
290
530

nsurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes for Rent
280
285 Mobile Home Lots for Rent
Business Rentals
3(X)
Want To Rent
310
Apartments For Rent
320 .
Rooms For Rent
330 .
Houses For Rent
340
For Rent or Lease
360 .

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

TRANSPORTATION
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Port
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

060
070
090
100
110

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

KIDS, KIDS, KIDS! 804
Coldwater Rd, 759-4577.
All items $4.50 & under,
now $1 Oil Items $4.50 &
up, now half price. Maternity & Womens Clothes

In The Matter Of:
Petition Of V. Gregory Ferguson and wife,
Frankie Lee Ferguson, To Close An
Unimproved County Pad In Calloway
County, Kentucky, Pursuant To KRS
Section 178.070

TAROT Readings by aponly
pointment
502-362-0704

NOTICE
The Calloway County Fiscal Court will hold a hearing on a petition
by V. Gregory Ferguson and wife, Prankie Lee Ferguson, to close an
•unimproved county road as shown on Map 99 of the Property
Valuation Administrator's office at the Calloway County Courthouse,
and being more particularly described as:
A road running North from the South edge of the V. Gregory
Ferguson and wife, Frankie Lee Ferguson property, found of
record in Book 101 Page 275 of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Courthouse, and stretching for a distance of approximately 2475 feet until it meets the Lloyd K. Parker tract of
land delineated as plot 3C of exhibit -A- which was attached
to the original petition.
Said road is bounded on the west side by the property of V.
Gregory Ferguson, delineated as tract 2 of exhibit "A" which
was attached to the original petition, for a distance of
approximately 2310 feet and the property of Wavel Osbron,
delineated by the -blank" area above tract 2 of exhibit "A"
which was attached to the original petition, for a distance of
approximately 165 feet. Said road is bounded on the East side
by the property of Harold Elkins, delineated as tract 3b of
exhibit -A- which was attached to the original petition, for a
distance of approximately 2640 feet.
Said unimproved county road does not provide access to any
property owner abutting the road.
Notice of the road closing and a written report ofthe findings of two
(2) Viewers and the County Road Engineer will be performed in
accordance with KRS Section 178.070.
The closing of the unimproved county road will in no way
inconvenience the public.
The Public Hearing will be' held at Weaks Community Center
during the meeting of the Calloway County Fiscal Court on February
8, 1996.
Dated this 11th Day of January, 1996.
J.D. Williams
Calloway County Judge Executive

020

0213
Notice
10-15 LOCAL High School
Students who can sing Try
outs Sat Feb 17,
liam 2pm, Murray Library
For appointment & more
information call Beth.
489 2065 after 4prn Tues
& ThJrs

FOR LEASE

20/20 WITHOUT Glasses!
Safe rapid non surgical
permanent restoration in
6-8 weeks Airline pilot developed Doctor approved
Free information by mail
800-422 7320, ext 395,
406 961 5577 Satisfaction
guaranteed
BROADEN YOUR WORLD
WITH Scandinavian.
European South American Asian Russian High
School Exchange Students
arriving August Become a
host family/aise Call
800-SIBLING

FOR LEASE
Office Space
Available
Bel-Air Center

Call 753-4751

Free Pickup
& Delivery
Within 20 Mlles
Thru
Feb. 18, 1996

.Keith's
Cawn & Tractor
80 E. Main

759-9831

GUARANTEED ACCEPTANCE

Major Medical
Health Insurance
Is Your Insurance Being Cancelled?!
For The Lowest Rate and Complete
Information Call:

Tony Montgomery
Insurance
753-7419

030
Card
of Thanks

The Family of lack
McCuiston wishes to
express thanks for the
kind and caring expressions of comfort
given to us during
this time of sorrow.
We appreciated the
many cards, phone
calls, and foods prepared by wonderful
friends and neighbors.
The flowers were so
he
beautiful and
would have loved each
one. Thanks to Jack's
clientel for standing
by him and Kroger
grocery were he was
also employed.
To Bro. Sammy
Cunningham for the
service,
comforting
Gary McClure for the
music, and to J.H.
Chruchill
funeral
home who did so very
much.
Each of you has
made our many hours
of bereavement somewhat less to bear.

or 1-800-455-7419

Let our Design Specialists help you
coordinate your home decor.

Wallpaper
cr14
Where Thee a

Something Special in Decorating
I..arge &Hereon of In Sena Drawer Paper, Fabnci, Drape,'
!Rinds. Lamps, Oriental Rugs, Floral and le
introductng our new architectural mouldings

S19 S. 12th Strjpet, Murray • IS0217S3-757t

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare's new guide
lines for confinement
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
than ever
For free
Information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'free local claim service'

DIABETICS, FREE
SUPPLIES- For those who
qualify. Medicare or Insurance billed direct for test
strips, insulin. glucometers
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Liberty Medical Supply
800-762-8026 Mention
82071.

Miss
Your

Paper?
Call
753-1916 s
GOT WINTERTIME
BLUES? Fnnge Benefits to
the rescue, Term Special'
1ST TIME customers only,
$30 00 & up 'Eyebrow
arch'5 00 'Haw cur $5 00
'Hot Springs Parafin Manicure' $1300 'Pedicure'
$1800 759-1874
HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon-Sat,9ko 5, Sun 1
ID I. Nose consignment clothing. $1 00 Buys mem
women, children jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts.
dresses 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464 Call
480-2243 or 75343981

His Daughter
Elizabeth
& Grandson Tyler
Mother Martha
Brother Billy
Sisters Vickie
& Sharon

LOST: Bank money bag
containing money from the
Humane Society. Lost in
Kroger or parking lot
Please return money, no
questions asked, to the Humane Society.
LOST: Male neutered cat,
black with white chest &
feet. Near Woodlawn
753-6316
060
Help
Wanted
$1,000 WEEKLY stuffing
envelopes Free info Send
self addressed stamped
envelope to Express Dept
96, 100 East Whitestone
Blvd. Suite 148-345. Cedar
Park, Tx 78613
ACT NOM Environmental
Marketing Company is experiencing rapid growth
Looking for highly motivated individuals to help
with expansion Call
502-527-5308, ask for
Lora
AIR Traffic Control
Trainees- No experience
needed. Paid training for
qualified H S. diploma graduates ages 17-34 only
Climb the tower and learn
with a leader Call
800-284-6289
AREA firm needs person
with bookkeeping experience Applicant should
possess basic accounting
knowledge Experience
with computerized General
Ledgers and Payrolls
would be a plus Salary is
negotiable References will
be required Send resume
to Bookkeeper, P 0 Box
843, Benton, Ky 42025

DRIVERS- Now hiring drivers, pay up to 35ct a mile.
Experienced drivers please
call 800-334-9677 Inexperienced drivers call
502-491-7909

EXPERIENCED marine
machinist. Excellent company with good wages and
benefits. Apply in person,
Walker Boat Yard, 532 S.
Second St, in Paducah.
9am to 4pm. EEO WF.

Income Tax
By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
Call Tony Page at

753-8107

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North •

Murray, KY 42071

HRS. Mon.-Fn. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment

502-759-1333
Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete indoor display for your
privacy and year round convenience.

/ ALPINE
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Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

270
365
420
430
435
440
450
460

REAL ESTATE SALES
Mobile Home; For Sole
For Sole Of li/tise
Home Loon's

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sole
Homes For Sale

OFFICE HOURS:
MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sole
For Trade
Free Colurnr:
Wanted

410
540
560
570

753-0113

Retail Sales Clerk
Wanted For A 35-40 Hour Week At

Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods

Help
Wanted
DRIVERS-REGIONAL
RUNS AVAILABLE with
great pay and benefits! Get
home more often with CalArk International. Must be
22 with CDL and HazMat
endorsement.
800-950-8326.

DRIVERS, WILL YOUR
COMPANY BE THERE
FOR YOU TOMORROW?With 50 years of stability
and success, Roberson will
never let you down. Start up
to 29ct a mile pulling flatbeds with PFT/Roberson.
Must be at least 23 with
Class 'A' CDL and 1 year
experience.
OTR
800-473-5581. EOE.
EXPERIENCED
DRIVERS- New pay scale,
premium conventionals,
longhaul, vans, flats, dedic.ated, up to 32ct a mile, full
benefits. Builders Transport 800-822-2189, Ext
D-6.
EXPERIENCED full time
housekeeper. Must have
own transportation Send
references to P 0 Box
1254, Murray, Ky 42071
FULL time employment in
local office Hrs. 8:00am to
5,00pm 2 Year Associate
Degree desired but not
compulsary. Send resume
to: P 0 Box 1040D, Murray, Ky 42071
HOME TYPISTS, PC users
needed $45,000 income
potential.
Call
1-800-513-4343 Ext. B8155.

HOME WORKERS urgently needed to help us in
our business Rush LSAE
to. Prime Data, 381 E. Oak
Dr, Buchanan TN, 38222
HOUSEKEEPER needed
several days per week for
house cleaning, laundry, ironing Must be reliable &
like children. References
requested. Send resume
to:P.0 Box 1040E, Murray,
Ky.
LOOKING for experienced
in-home sales person.
$35,030-$45,000 a year
Excellent benefits. In home
sales Guaranteed appts
daily. For interview call Al
Davis, 1-800-229-2198
M-F 9a-3p.
NANNY: GOOD WITH
CHILDREN?- Live (1 yew
minimum) in N J. Grass,
trees, pretty houses, wonderful families $250-400 a
week, insurance, benefits
(Non-smoker, must drive)
800-588-380T

College Scholarships
Available

OTR DRIVERS- Experienced and school grads
Great pay and benefits
Home often! Non-taxable
8ct per mile, per diem 23
years old, CDL (A) TSL
800-527-9568. EOE

schedule interview. 502-753-9383.

Equal Opportunity Employer

SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring daytime cook, daytime waitress, and fulffirne
maintenance person Apply
in person

DRIVERS SEMI TT- $1300
sign-on. Empty & loaded
mileage pay, monthly incentive bonus. Immediate
insurance coverage. Excellent benefits MD Transport
Systems 800-626-1988
(EOE)

NO EXPERIENCE $500
TO $900 WEEKLY/
POTENTIAL PROCESSING MORTGAGE REFUNDS OWN HOURS
714-502-1520 EXT 1209
(24 hours)

and make money at the same time.
Captain D's in Murray, Kentucky is now
interviewing for counter positions.
Full and part time positions available.
Flexible schedules. Meal policy. Vacations. Opportunity for advancement. Major medical insurance available.
Contact Charlotte Edmonson at Captain
D's for additional information and to

• Deadlines ant 2 dart
in advance!

Minor(

DRIVERS Solo & Teams,
$2,000 sign on. Top teams
earn $103,000., major
benefits. Motel & deadhead
pay. Driving school grads
welcome. Convenant
Transport 800-441-4394
call
Students
800-338-6428.

Store Hours. Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Please Apply In Person At
1203 Chestnut Street - Murray, KY.

Earn up to $1000 in college scholarships

Mon.-Fit. 8 am.-5 psn.
Saturday 8 a.m.-11 a.m.

060

060

DRIVERS- $36,000+
ATTITUDES PAYS Do
yearly, up to 36cts/rni. be
you like to make money, home every 9-12 days, free
care about the environmedical, dental, retirement
ment, & enjoy working with
$1,000 tarp, $500 safety
positive goal-oriented peobonus Assigned tractors
ple? Then this is the career
Hornady Truck Line
for you! Call Barbara
800-648-9664
502-527-5372.
DRIVERS EXPERAVON- ACTION HOTLINE!
IENCED, OTR- Tired of
$10-15/hr 800-SELLlong hours & low pay? Earn
AVON Free training and
up to $40-55,000 a year
support 80-100% by teleand top benefits with Roe hl
phone We will teach you to
Oualcomm. 48/53' van or
make money! Independent
flatbed Drop & swap 95%
Sales Represenstative
no touch. Sign on bonus.
800-735-5286.
Talk to our drivers. Driver
CDL DRIVER/LABORER- trainers and teams welutility construction laborers. come. 800-467-6345.
Work in Jefferson County.
Apply at: Southern Pipeline DRIVERS-OTR no forklift
required! No forced loading
Construction Co. 1272 Old
or unloading! Great health
Fern Valley Road, Lous& dental, guaranteed home
ville, Kentucky 40219
policy, teams & singles Min
COOK needed for early 23, 1 year OTR, CDL with
morning shift Apply in per- Hazyat. 800-848-0405,
son at Granny's, 1006 Paschall Truck times, Inc
An EEO Employer
Chestnut.

Again Thank You All

GET your preferred customer card at Hair Art Get
five haircuts, receive the
sixth one free 753-6745

Reta, Space Available
Bei Air Center
2000 Sq Ft
Call 753-4751

Node*

Computers
For Sale or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaner;
Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Muscal
Miscellaneous
& Radio
T
Pets & Supplies

Hop
Wanted

Notice
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY COUNTY FISCAL COURT

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
200
210
220
240
260
380

060

020

010

010

Legal
Notice

MERCHANDISE

SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to
check the Oat insartIon of
that( ads tor any error. Murray
Ledger It limes wtU be responsible for only one incorrect Insertion. Any Offal
should be reported knonedlately so corrections con he
made.

OWNER OPERATORSWith 1 year OTR Landsat
Ligon is now leasing in your
area Weekly settlements
and plenty of miles. Contact
Don at 800-276-1832
THE Animal Shelter needs
another dedicated loyal
mature self-motivated
trusting animal lover to join
our staff 10you feel you
qualify please call Marilyn,
759-4141 Vet/Kennel experienoe a plus

WILDLIFE/
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens, security,
maintenance, etc No exp
necessary Now Hiring For
into call 219-794-0010 ext
7159 Bam to 10prn, 7days

POSITION VACANCIES
The City of Murray has the following
vacancy as listed:
Sanitation Worker - Sanitation Division
Salary Range: $13,000 - 15,000 (depending on experience and qualifications)
Job applications and descriptions for the
above listed position is available at the
City Clerk's office located at 5th & Poplar
Streets in the City Hall Building.
Deadline for accepting applications is
5:00 p.m. on Monday, February 5, 1996.
The City of Murray is an
Equal Opportunity Employer
Drug screening will be required of all
applicants.

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER
We're Mattel, Inc.,the world's leading play
company, and we've been producing the
industry's hottest brands for 50 years. We're
currently seeking an experienced AS/400
Systems Programmer to join our plant Systems Team in Murray, Kentucky.
The 'person we're seeking will have a
minimum of two years programming experiencein RPG III and CL on an IBM AS/400.
The successful candidate should also have a
strong working knowledge of Query/400,
SDA,PDM,and DDS. Experience in a highvolume consumer products manufacturing
environment is preferred. An appropriate
BS/BA degree is required as well as solid
interpersonal and verbal communication
skills.
Mattel offers a comprehensive salary and
benefits program in a progressive environment. Please send your resume indicating
current salary to:
Mattel, Inc.
Employment Manager
307 Poor Farm Road E
Murray, KY 42071-9564
We

Play

To

ei
7!
L
ti

71.

4

Win.

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D/V
No Phone Calls or Agencies Please

PUBUC NOTICE
The Joint Commission on Accreditation of
Healthcare Organizations will conduct an accreditation survey of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Hospice and Home Care Services
organizations on Feb. 20-23, 1996. The purpose of the survey will be to evaluate the
organization's compliance with nationally established Joint Commission standards. The
survey results will be used to determine
whether, and the conditions under which
accreditation should be awarded the organization.
Joint Commission standards deal with organizational quality of care issues and the safety of
the environment in which care is provided.
Anyone believing that he or she has pertinent
and valid information about such matters may
request a public information interview with the
Joint Commission's field representatives at
the time of the survey. Information presented
at the interview will be carefully evaluated for
relevance to the accreditation process. Requests for a public information interview must
be made in writing and should be sent to the
Joint Commission no later than five working
days before the survey begins. The request
must also indicate the nature of the information
to be provided at the interview. Such requests
should be addressed to:
Division of Accreditation Operations
Organization Liaison
Joint Commission on Accreditation of
Healthcare Organizations
One Renaissance Boulevard
Oakbrook Terrace, IL 60181
The Joint Commission will acknowledge such
requests in writing or by telephone and will
inform the organization of the request for any
interview. The Organization will, in turn, notify
the interviewee of the date, time, and place of
the meeting.
This notice is posted in accordance with the
Joint Commission's requirements and may not
be removed before the survey is completed.
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POSITION DIRECTORThe Boyd County Library
Board of Trustees seeks a
knowledgeabie and prog
ressive manager Qualifi
cations MLS from ALA ac
credited program with professional library experience
as either a Director or department head in a medium
size public library Starting
salary $40 000 $45 000
plus comprehensive benefits Submit cover letter re110710 and the names of
three references to Search
Committee, Boyd County
Public Library, 1740 central
Avenue, Ashland, Ky
41101 Application deadline March 1, 1996
SITTER for 7yr old in our
home 2 30-4 30pm weekdays, $3ihr 753-8831
THE Jonathan Creek Water District is currently seek
ing applicants for a licensed
Water Plant Operator DuDes include operation and
maintenance at water plant
and in the distribution field
The position will require
some weekend and on call
work Qualified applicants
can submit resumes and
salary requirements to Jonathan Creek Water District, P0 Box 414 Benton,
Ky 42025 Attn Matthew
York Equal Opportunity
Employer
070
Domestic
& Childcare
ARE you Wed of coming
home to a dirty house? Wil
clean in aty or county References avail Quality
work 436-5338
CLEANING homes & offices is my business Linda,
759-9553

5

II

CERTIFIED childcare Mrs
Gina's Funcare has 1 opening for daytime hours Also
starting full time/evening
childcare For more info,
753-2860

486 DX2-66 FULL lower,
16meg ram, multimedia
ready, 288 modem, 35 &
5 25 floppy drives. $1600
13eroe Dodd, 75-4919
ANNOUNCING! POWERFUL NEW COMPUTERS
NOW BUILT IN MURRAY
FOR YOU. HAWKINS RESEARCH 1304-E CHESTNUT STREET, 753-7001
FREE 90 DAY 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
ON YOUR NEW LOCALLY BUILT CUSTOM
COMPUTER. FOR FREE
DETAILS CALL HAWKINS RESEARCH AT
753-7001
HAVING Mac computer
trouble? Need help with
setup or the basics? Call
the Mac Dr for in home
service After 4 00pm
759-9870
PACKARD Bell 486 color
monitor, CD-Rom, muftimedia modem under 1yr
old, hardly been used Asking $900 Call Sarah,
762-6378
140
Want
To Buy
1950's MODERN furniture
wanted Heywood, Wakefield, Herman Miller, Knoll,
Dunbar, Paul McCobb Call
evenings
collect
615-226-0219 or write,
Stan Guffey, P 0 Box
60778, Nashville, Tn
37206
WANTED used riding lawn
mower that needs work
4-36-2867
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night
ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 piece Call Larry Buns
492-8646 days, 753-1418
evenings

CASH paid for good, used
nfies, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
CNA available, Mon-Fn, for Murray.
in-home personal care ExWOULD like to buy used
perienced & local referdirt bike, 125cc to 250cc
ences 437-4561 or
Call 753-7050
437-4544
150
FULL time openings available for your child in my
home Nine years expenence. References avail.
753-6709

le

s-

ASHLEY deluxe fireplace
insert, glass door, brass
trim, blowers, $300. Delivery possible 753-5971
DISNEY area, 5 days 4
hotel nights, use anytime
Paid $310, will sell $100
502-329-1589

BUSINESS for Sale. A wel
established business. We
do alterations on all kinds of
clothing for men, women &
FOR SALE:1994 HAULchildren Call Sue McAdoo,
MARK, 12f1 ENCLOSED
owner, 901-642-0404,
TRAILER. Dual wheels,
nights 901-247-5211
double doors in back, side
OWN YOUR OWN- Ap- door, brakes, top vent, light,
parel, bridal, westernwear, stone guard Gray/black,
shoe or crystal/gift used very little, $2850 Call
474-8704 after 6pm, or
store Investments start at
$16,900 to $35,900 in- leave message
cludes inventory, fixtures,
New
buying trip, training, and FOR sale Brand
Hitch
more Call Paul at Liberty DRAWTIGHT Trailer
Fits all JEEP Cherokees,
Fashions 501-327-8031
$100 Call 474-8704
•

Eyecare Specialties
Dr. Kevin M. Adams

Offers New Year Savings:
.114a% Capon° Elva,. Feb 29. 1996

DuraSoft Lite Eye Colored Contacts '79.00
Discount

Appliances
WASHER,
759-3124

dryer

BIG, big, big man's recliner
chair, wall hugger, blue
suede fabric Steel frame,
lots of cushioning. Cost
$528, sell for $250.
753-3115.
BLUE hid-a-bed, excellent
condition, needs mattress,
$100 753-3445 atter 6pm.
BUY a 2pc Living Room
Group, and receive FREE
Recliner/Rocker, set of living room tables or a set of
lamps All bedding on sale!
We can save you money!
Carraway Furniture, 105 N
3rd 753-1502
GOOD inexpen
furniture f
ch

es,
ontact Bill
evenings

165
Antiques
VISIT Booth 11200 at Decades Ago Antique Mall,
Hazel, Ky and take 30`Y. off
any furniture item 100
Pieces, Victorian to Deco,
502-492-8140 No other
sale applies

GUNS for Sale New &
Used, rifles, shotguns, pistols, muzzleloaders, ammo
and accessories Large
selection of guns in stock
B H B
Firearms,
436-2980, if no answer
please leave message

"Where Caring Is Our Specialty"
of
d.
ifit
ay
he
at
ed
for
ieist
he
ng
ist
on
;ts

308 S. 12th St. • Murray • 759-2.500
11.

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for
preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 policy
age 50
age 55

MALE
$1161
14 18

FEMALE
$920
10 96

NEW LOWER RATES AGE 60 UP
1309
17 50
60
15 54
21 78
65
19 33
27 31
70
26 18
38 77
75
Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

lify
of

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-800-455-4199

illacallensus

Artrittts

A WINTER SALE- Now
through March 31, save
25% Sunday through
Thursday on winter cottage
rates at Kentucky State Re
sort Parks Or take advan
cage of already low rates on
lodge rooms Spacious accommodations gorgeous
views, fireplaces more Hit
the sale where returns are
Call
welcome
800-255-PARK for details

1.2 380 epos Fornshed
very nice near MSU No
75 3 1 252
pets
days 753-0606 after 5pm
1 OR 2br apts near down
Sown Murray 753-4109
28R 1 bath, Duplex v./
garage, electric opener
washer & dryer. Short lease
available 753-7688 or
759-4703

A-FIREWOOD for sale.
437-4667
FIREWOOD 753-9375
FIREWOOD, 436-2562

HAPPY
JACK
TRIVERMICIDE Recognized safe and effective
against hook, round and
tapeworms in dogs and
cats Available over-the-counter at TSC Stores
MICE for sale 395 7880
NUNN Better Dog Food
21/8- $895, 27/1 2 $995.
2618- $1295 Keith's
Lawn & Tractor 80 E Main
Murray. Ky 759-9831
POMERANIAN puppy,
8mo old, all shots, house
broken with papers been
neutered 436-2144
SPRINGER Spaniel AKC,
2 yr old female, spirited,
gentle, free to right home
492 8446

APPROXIMATELY 24
acres. South of Murray,
beautiful building sites, all
woods, $6850 Easy terms
759-1922
COMMERCIAL lot and
building on Hwy 121 8
miles west of Murray
Owner finance $2000
1 0%
down, Bal
5023762700
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges It
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

Used
Trucks

4 ACRE Mani Farm 3br
brick Farmington area
$58,000 435 4305

1990 CHEVROLET 1500
White Auto P'S. PrBrn 4 3
V-6 good tires Runs great
very dependable
$3,975 00
Phone
502 8754050 Dealer

bath brick house
3BR
5,4 acres, 7 miles North
east of Murray For sale or
trade 314-722 38.58 days
only

BY Owner, newly finished
3br, 2 bath home located in
New Subdivision 4 miles
south of Murray on Hwy
641 Also has 2 car garage,
dining room, large kitchen,
living room and utility
Lovely new home priced
very reasonably Call for
details. 753-7463

2BR on private lot, water
furnished, $200/mo
436-2332

THE EVENT OF THE YEAR

Construction
"Homes Built To Satisfaction"
See how competitive we are to
the price of double wide mobile homes

HALEY'S

NEARLY new Executive
Style home with ceramic
tile, Ber Ber carpet, top
quality wallpaper throughout 4BR, 2'i, baths, with
2./, car detached garage
with a finished 16'x30'
game room above No
Realtors please 753-2339

et UglyDuck
,y
MRental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

NEW 3br upper 70's, all
citylitilities outside city 11111its 753-3672

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

NEW Bock Home, 1 mile
from Murray 3 Baths, 3br,
large kitchen, whirlpool tub
in master, large master lor,
utility & dining rm Owner
assisted finance Call
492-8898 or 492-8873

GARLAND'S
11

SAVE $1000's on Home
Mortgage For free information call 1-800-840-4190
ask for Don

Muskat

Motoreyeln

PROMPT
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE

1955 HD Panhead $8500
489-2617
1994 YZ250, Excellent
condition 753-7806 or
753-4563 ask -Ion Mike

GIBSON guitar, Peavy
amp 753-2605
SPINET piano, Cherry
manufactured by Grand
759-9457

TRAILER for lease, out in
Co Deposit required
474-8340

illeoslieneoue

WE NEVER KNOW WHAT ALL WILL BE HERE
BUT IF YOU NEED fT • fT WILL PROBABLY BE HERE'
ANY AND EVERY TYPE OF FARM IMPLEMENT WILL BE HERE'

100 SMALL TO MEDIUM SIZE TRACTORS

300
Business
Rentals

A BEAUTIFUL CHAPELChristian marnage Gatlin
burg's original chapels
(since 1980) Professional
photography, music, flowers, limos, Jacuzzi suites,
fireplaces- Valentine special Rev Ed Taylor
800-346-2779

AT THE FAIRGROUNDS - MAYFIELD, KY.
1000'S OF ITEMS WILL BE IN THIS AUCTION!!

NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail753-2905 or
able
753 7536
OFFICE space for lease
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612

DOZERS - BACKHOES • TRUCKS
CONSIGN TO THE AUCTION THAT BRINGS
THOUSANDS OF BUYERS TO MAYFIELD, KY.

A AMERICAN
AP1N STANDARD

BRING YOUR EQUIPMENT ON WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY
OR FRIDAY, MARCH 6TH, 7TH 8TH FOR CHECK IN,

Jr% JAMES R. CASH
RU

THE AUCTIONEEH • FANCY FARM KENTUCKY

PHONE 502-623-8466

AUCTION STARTS AT 9:00 A.M. SHARP!

ID •i•

(5021 435-4699

Murray, Ky.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
409 S-Ni3„;-4v

,

• '•

Landscaping
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying

Tree Service

Tree Trimming
Tree Removal
Stump Removal
Cleanup Service
Light Hauling, Etc.
Full Line of
Equ,rpment

Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB
Licensed & Insured

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

Custom
CABINETS
O WOODWORKING
Your Specifications!
Will Build To

• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

2-759-9672
La.:ter raster) • Murray
630 N 4th Si (.
I I SYSTFMS, IN('
A DIVISION OF SOUTIU-1R

We have been your custom builders in the
past. We are now expanding our business
to better meet your needs In addition to
custom building, we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions wind or
water damage or replace your roofing.

Bruce Green
Budding Contractors, Inc.
FREE Estimates: 753-8343

•

Specializing In Custorn Kitchen Cabinets A Vanities
Cabinets Need A New Look?
Let us give your existing cabinets a faccli ft
Get that new cabinet look without having
to pay that new cabinet price.
`Caur Ik Yaw Meruurs•r•Kai Wel Budd TO SUE YOW Nada •

1989 FORD Ranger XLT,
Sap, aw, red with matching
cap, bed liner, 93xxx
$3950 Cal 436-6051 leave
message

•

.

1

.0010•1••

Service
Free Estimates
24 Hour Service

Trucks

-•

4,I.AY Ber
-10
,
3 544:'

Duality

1988 DODGE Mini-Van
V6, clean First $1750
753-0467

SHARP 1985 GMC,
loaded, stepside, Apple
red New tires, bed oover,
lots of chrome, tinted windows, sliding glass
753-1601

V

-1

Vans

1985 CHEVY S-10 Blazer,
4x4. $2900 759 2455

-

Central Heabng & Cooling Service & Instanat,on
Quality Contractor -Veti,vork Heat Pump Installer

1987 DODGE camper van
Raised roof, loaded, like
motorhome Very clean
only 55xxx miles, $14.900
Call 502-436-2128

1966 FORD, swb, one
owner, 54xxx onginal miles
on 352 engine Body
straight, $2500 obo
489-6120

LICENSED
AND
INSURED

RON HALL HEATING & COOLING

THE ANNUAL GIGANTIC CONSIGNMENT
FOR rent Nice & clean
12x65, on '4 acre lot,
1989 MAZDA MPV, 5sp,
JACKSON PURCHASE FARM MACHINERY
20x24 outbuilding, So of
good condition 436-2686
Mayfield in subdivision
(AUCTION) after 5prn
247-3145
500
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
Used
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209

PROFESSIONAL PAINTING
104 N. 13th St.
753-8823
FREE ESTIMATES
Interior and Exterior
Residential & Commercial

SAT. MAR 9TH,9:00 A.M.

220

753-7091

S& K

GREY'S PROPERTIES CAN HELP
YOU WITH A LOAN PROGRAM

The Home Of Your Dreams Can Now Become
Reality, With Little Or No Out 01 Pocket Money!!!
Edwina Bucy 759-2001 Office
742-4435 Pager
1300 Johnson Blvd.

1994 DODGE 2500 Cum
mins Turbo diesel 4x4
44xxx miles deluxe inter
ion diamond tread tool box
trailer towing package
Hide a-way 5th wheel ball
$19 750 502 759 4700
Sam 4pm

753-3078

3BR 1/, baths, brick new
central gas heat hardwood
floors Coleman RE
753-9898

g70
146 2 ACRES of wooded
ake property on Barkley in
Trigg Co Apprx 3,000 ft of
shoreline spring fed creek
borders property, 7. mile
off blacktop No improvements
527 1285
354 6301

11

1996

500

LAKEFRONT COMMUNITY CLEARANCE' Free
color brochure of Estate
270
size homesites with private
re
stove,
h/a,
central
2BR,
1986 GM 62 diesel motor
Mobilo
lake access in Kentucky 1
frig in Murray, $350 Referwith radiator, good cond
Homes For Sale
from $4,900
acres
11
to
ences, deposit 492-8594
Excellent financing $400 502-436-5504
12x45 NEAR MSU Refrig, after 5
800-858-1323,
ext 6720
stove, microwave, couch,
chairs, dryer, lamp, end 2BR, small house, gas WATERFRONT lot 1 3
table, a/c $3900 Call heat No pets, $335,mo acre +/- located on Cypress
Call 753-6931
502-898-2670
Creek north of Paris Land1980 DATSUN 200SX
1 bath, no pets, ing Marina Has gentle
3BR,
1971, 2BR, 2 bath, 12x60,
condition $1000 obo
good
beautiful
with
water
to
slope
Minutes
5
North
heat pump, nice $4850 $375/mo.
of Murray. Available Feb white oak trees. New 24x36 753-5096 or 753-4288
Call 753-7973
covered deck Also in759-4826
1987 WHITE Chevy Cam1991, 14x70, 2BR, 2 bath,
cludes old house place, aro, V6, red interior, runs
available
now,
bath,
2
48R,
custom built, new attached
$187,500 00. Call Moody good, looks good Pnce is
carport, storage buildings, central h/a, $600imo Col- Realty Company, Inc, 414
$3500 753-0530
located H-9 Coach Estates, lege students ok Lease & Tyson, Paris, Tn Tommy
deposit required Coleman
1989 PONTIAC LeMans
$17,500 firm 753-4475
Realtor
Moody,
Real Estate. 753-9898
4cyl, alt. pis cassette, de1-800-642-5093
1994 ATLANTIC, 16x80,
pendable 102xxx miles
3br, 2.bath gas central h/a,
360
First $1500 753-0467
2 car capon, back deck
For Rent
Can stay or be moved Call
1990 CADILLAC DeVille
Or Leese
after 6pm, 345-2511
Sedan white, gray interior,
CREEKVIEW Self storage
locally owned 753-4097
24x56, 3BR, 2 bath, 1982 warehouses on Center 9 PRIME building lots, including corner lot in Pre- 1990 DODGE Dynasty LE,
Buchaneer Appliances, Drive behind Shoney s
ston Heights Subdivision, loaded V-6 4dr, garage
new roof & vinyl siding $20-$40/mo 759-4081
located behind Gatesbor- kept, excellent condition
Must be moved, $23,900.
ough All underground city 759-9702
753-3734
370
utilities some with trees
Livestock
FOR sale 12x40 mobile
They wont last longlle Call 1990 WHITE 4dr, Escort,
Stypties
&
home 247-3145
good condition, clean, air,
753-2339, ASAPI
$2700 Moving must sell
12YR Old Appaloosa mare, FOR sale by owner- Lots in
753-4304 ask for Michael
MOBILE HOME LOANS- very gentle, new saddle & new subdivision, 4 miles
af
8457
492
$1200
bridle,
refinancing,
5% dewn,
South of Murray Cable, 1994 CHRYSLER LHS,
equity loan Free sellers ter 5pm
water, and electricity avail- 25xxx miles, CD, traction
package, land or home
able Variety of WEIS Call control, keyless security,
loans Green Tree Finan3R0
garaged, like new,
for details 753-7463
cial, Nation's leading moPets
$18.250 328-8944
bile home lender,
& Supplies
88 FORD Mustang LX,
800-895-1900
DOG obedience classes o
light gray, all power, 2dr
WELL maintained, 12x60, private Serving Murray 14
hatchback fuel infected,
2br, bath & , gas heat & years 436-2858
35 ACRE farm 20 tillable 4cyl. 5sp transmission,
central air, mobile home in
acres, good hunting, Col- 63xxx actual miles, $3600
Riviera Courts. Has 8x14 FOR sale Dog pen, 6x8 ft,
dwater area 489-2126 753- 1227
753-6657
$100
deck with privacy screen
days, 489-2520 nights
'89 TERCEL, 1 owner,
$6500 obo Call 753-2635
good condition, low miWE move Mobile Homes
leage, OBO 753-4828
for the public. Today's
94 RED Mazda 323 HatchHome, Benton, Ky
back, like new, excellent
502-527-5645
economical transportation,
.guaranteed housing loans available
auto, air, am/fm cassette,
280
.100% financing can open the door to your new home
warranty, $7,900
Mobile
435-4319
•In fact, you may need very little cash up front.
Homes For Rent
2BR, 2 bath, central gas
heat Available now,
$290/mo Coleman Real
Estate, 753-9898

FEBRUARY 1

Firms
For Sala

minister, $389 00.
800-265-1740

2BR, gas heat, water paid
private lot, 4 miles from
Murray 753-1790

210
Firewood

age
age
age
age
ich
will

a

450

2BR Duplex, 411 N 5th
B EAUTIFUL $275 plus deposit
BEGINNINGS- in elegant 492-8225
Gatlinburg Memories
HUGE POOL LAYAWAY'. Chapel Ask about Valen- 2BR, Duplex at 1409 A
Hillwood Dr, $325Mo
$50 holds this pool till
tine specials Personalized
759-4406
spring' For example Huge
full services Ordained mi19'x31' family sized pool
nister Gazebo Honey- 2BR near campus Avail
with sundeck & filter only
moon suites reception able Jan 15th No pets
$9981 100% financing' Call area, parking on property 753-5980
toll free 800 759-6058 ask 800-242-7115
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake
for Sue Limited area
GET MARRIED- Smoky land Westly Vdlage. 1br
HYDRAULIC wood splitter,
Mountains Beautiful af- apartment, utilities in
3-pt hitch, powered by fordable weddings Valen- cluded, rent based on in
tractor hydraulics $150
tine specials, complete ar- come 65 & older, or handi753-5971
rangements Christian ser- cap & disabled. Equal
vices lovely gazebo and Housing Opportunity
MUST LIQUIDATE- 2 milielegant chapel, honey- 502-354-8888
tary spec steel buildings
moon lodging No test or
Brand new Must sell immeMUR CAL Apartments now
waiting 800-893-7274
diately due to base closaccepting applications for
ings (1) 42x56 Will sell for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
WEDDINGS -OLD Phone 759-4984 Equal
Call Bill
balance
FASHIONED- Candlelite Housing Opportunity
800-511-2560
ceremonies Smoky MounSATELLITE & dish $200
tains Chapel, overlooking MURRAY Manor Apart
492-8280 after 6
ments now accepting appli
river, near Gatlinburg
for 1-2br apart
cacarnage,
cations
Horse-drawn
roof
or
barn
your
SEE us for
bins, Jacuzzis Ordained ments Apply in person
metal Cut to length
ministers Complete ar- 1 30pm 4pm Mon Fri,
Cover's 36 inches, many
rangements No test or 1409 Duigiud Dr
colors Economy Metal &
Heartland
waiting
Supply Co 489-2722
NICE 2br, stove & HON,
800-448-VOWS (8697)
gas heat, no pets $275/mo
TANNING BEDS- Wolff
and Sunmaster Factory di- WEDDINGS- Choose from plus deposit 208 So 15th
rect to public Eliminate Three Chapels in the 753-1953 days, 753 0870
middle man Save hun- Smoky Mountains. Enjoy nights
dreds Money back guaran- your special day while we NOW taking applications
tee. Home or commercial. handle every detail. No for Section 8 low rent housEasy payments. Free cata- blood test or waiting, or- ing. Apply in person at
minislog 800-Keep-A -Tan or dained
Southside Manor. 906
ters.Gatlinburg
800-533-7282
Broad St Extended, be
800-258-6797, TownsWOLFF TANNING BEDS- quare 800-619-3397, Pi- nween 8am-12noon No
Tan at home' Buy direct geon Forge 800-408-8577. phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
and save' Commercial or
home units from $199 Low WEDDING VALENTINE VERY nice 2br, 1 bath dumonthly payments Free PACKAGE- Gatlinburg plex, appl funished Gen
color catalog Call today chapels, Christian cere- tral gas h/a, $450/mo. 1 mo
mony, photos, flowers, un800-842-1305
No pets
ity candle, music, video, deposit, lyr lease
753-2905, 753-7536
cake, two nights lodging
155
No test or waiting, ordained

SOLARFLEX w/all attachments, $400 obo Call after
7pm 759-1476

Elam For Not ladadoot • No Oar. Dvenob• Apply

320

BOOKS for sale CHEAP'
Call 759-9215

GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650

DuraSoft Opaque Colored Contacts '119.00

20%

FOR sale Scaling down
25yr Doll Collection Shown
by appointment only
753-6486

Nome
Furnishings

$100-$200 Various sizes
753-5620

Sunglasses RX or Non RX

FOR Sale 8 drawer dress
ers wood chairs nite
stands student desk ref
ranges washers & dryers
Hand stripping refinishing
& repair of wood furniture
George Hodge 806 Col
dealer Rd

160

Articles
Fat Sale

$555 POOLS POOLS
$555- Free assembly on
new 19x31 family pool durLOVING expenenced care- ing early bird special Ingiver, your home, reason- cludes deck, filter, liner
able rates, Hospice certi- heating device and more'
fied. Excellent references. 100%
financing.
Linda, 474-8199.
800-846-2725.
WILL babysit in my home in ADVANCE commercial
Akno area 3 Years day- ftoor sweeper, 30" wide,
care experience Cali with 75' elect. cord Perfect
759-4036
for large shop. $75
WILL clean houses, rea- 753-5971
sonable rates, references AFGHANI, Persian, Uzbe437-4064
kistan carpet for sale, from
WILL do house cleaning
Call 474-2131

2.10

150

120

THURSDAY,
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Open Mon.-Fri. 9,-5
Unfinished Oak Furniture

753-0961
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Used
Trucks

leteleee
Wend

1993 CHEVY Blazer Tarico., LE. 4dr, loaded. 34xxx
miles Call 8am-5pm
753-4461, after 5pm call
753-1580.

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified. 489-2214.

DRYWALL Finishing References available New
homes, remodels, additions. Nothing too big or too
small. Call 436-2060

PLUMBING Repair. All
types plumbing repair, including thawing water lines
Reasonable rates,
502-437-4545.

'74 DATSUN 2 wheel drive,
Yellow, 4sp, good work
triiCk Just needs tune- up &
brakes, $500 Cat after
6pm 474-8340

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

DRYWALL, finishing, repairs. additions and blowing ceilings. 753-4761

PLUMBING repairs, fast
service. 436-5255.

'92 S 10 BLAZER,charcoal
gray Call after 5,
753-1624

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Wesbnghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years exBOBBY TOUR Star Mobile Home,
perience
parts & Sennee Everlock
HOPPER, 436-5848
vinyl undetoining, lifetime
BACKHOE SERVICE. warranty, tan, beige, white,
BRENT ALLEN septic tank grey. 492-8488.
installation, repair, replaceHANDYMAN. No job too
ment 759-1515
small 753-9587.
BACKI-00E Service- ROY
HANDYWORK/odd jobs
HILL Septic system, drivewanted
No lob too small
ways hauling, foundations,
Just give us a call
etc 759-4664
759-1184
BACKHOE SERVICE
INCOME
Tax Service. PerComplete foundations, masonal, business, agriculsonry & concrete
R.H.Nesbon Co 492-6516, tural. 7 Nights per week.
Call 489-2665 or 247-4621
pager 742-8516.
after 5pm
BOB'S Plumbing Service.
KITCHEN CABINET REAll work guaranteed. Free
FACING. Make your old
estimates 436-5832 or
new again with Formica. All
753-1134
colors, free estimates.
BOOKKEEPING/Billing Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
Services, professional KY. 436-5560.
computerized services for
LAMB Brother Home Imindividuals and small buprovements, remodeling,
sinesses, will pick-up and
additions, roofing, siding,
deliver, available evenings
free estimates. 436-2269
and weekends. Call
LAMB Brothers Tree Ser759-9788eCARPEWER, ELECTRIC, vice,stump removal,spraying. Licensed & insured,
ROOFING 436-5007
Free
estimates
CARPET CLEANING. 5 0 2 - 4 3 6 - 5 7 4 4 ,
Emergency water removal. 1-800-548-5262.
Serving Murray since 1971.
LAMB'S Tree trimming,
Call Lee's 753-5827.
stump removal & light haulCARPORTS for cars and ing. 436-2269.
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs LEE'S CARPET CLEANand etc. Excellent protec- ING. Furniture • carpets •
tion, high quality, excellent spot removal • free esbvalue. Roy Hill 759-4664. mates. 753-5827.
COOKSEY'S PLUMBING LICENSED Master PlumNew Installation- Repair- ber. Competent & reasonHot water heater replace- able. 753-8663.
ment. Free estimates. LICENSED for electric and
436-2667.
gas. 753-7203.
COUNTERTOPS, custom PAINTING, interior, exterHomes, trailers, offices ior. Roofing, home repairs,
Wulff's Recovery, Murray. cleaning. Free estimates.
436-5560.
436-5032.

*93 NISSAN pickup, 4cy1,
5sp, a/c, black, chrome
pkg. bedliner, 16xxx
$7500 759-9620.
52D
Boob
& Motors
1988 20FT Bayliner, cuddy
cabin. V8, low hours, skis,
tJbe. life jackets, stereo.
-P53-7806 or 753-4563 ask
for Mike
1995 E.F.I. Mariner 225hp,
Bullet boat 21XD loaded,
tandem axle tin, 150 hrs rig,.
Eagle & Hummingbird Hot
Foot $19.000 obo. Call after 7pm. 1-502-436-5504
PROC RAFT Competitor,
Bass boat, dual console,
19rt 6in long. 200 Mariner
motor & trader, good condition See Carlos Black Jr at
Rack's Decorating Center
- F•:VI 753-0839 or

4
Servicss
Offeriod

A: Al A TREE SERVICE,
tree spray•.i.i-Fge trimming. land. :IT''"7 mulch hauling &
cread:ng gutter
Licensed & inbrie of equipr-.4
)estimates
436-5744,
n
5262.
rnr 'emoval

ELECTRICAL new, rewire,
repair, replace Heating &
appliance repair. Licensed,
reasonable, fast Call
474-8636

Put Your Special Valentine's
Picture & Message Or A Love Line
In The Paper Feb. 14, 1996.

SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Serval! Gutter Co
753-6433.

%Iy Special Valentine

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.

Hayley - You
are our
"Precious"
Valentine.
Love,
Grandma &
Grandpa
Covert
Great
Grandma &
Grandpa
Fearn
Grammy
Covert

To Our
Little
Sweetheart
LeeAnn
xoxoxo
Love You
Mama
IllhLpi and Dada

THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available.
759-4690.
WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs experience, free estimates. 753-2592.
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, camcorders, micro
waves, Mon-Fri,9-12, 1-5.
Free estimates. 753-0530.
ZEBS VCR Repair- free
estimates, cleaning $15,
average repair, $30.
753-3557.

Just bring in $8.00 for a picture, names & love lines, along with a stamped,self-addressed envelope for
the return ofthe original photo. Or $5.00for love lines(no more than 20 words). All ads must be pre-paid.
Deadline for receipt of Photos & Love Lines is Noon. Fri., Feb. 9th

Murray Ledger & Times
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Free
Calms
BEAUTIFUL Doberman
mix puppies. Free to good
home. 345-2605.

Classified Advertising Dept.

753-1916
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on your own
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based

you 99
date of birth. call 1-9(X)-988-7788. Your phone company will bill

cents a minute.)

ARIES (March 21 -April 19): making key decisions. A loved
your money wisely in order one's behavior may he confusing.
Budget
1 .r:ee professionals
LEO(July 23-Aug. 221: You feel
to accumulate savings. Catering to
r,,moval tree spray full of energy and ready to conquer
individual
will
only
unreasonable
an
j:
,ervirc Murray, Cabomake the situation worse. Invite the world. A newcomer finds your
" i County since 1980
daring very appealing. Rely on an
friends over for a casual supper.
F- ae estimates 436-2247
older
person's expertise when the
20):
L..
, 492 8737
20-May
(April
TAURUS
chips are down.
meeting
now
is
on
emphasis
The
A & A Hauling junk, tree
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
your obligations. Avoid taking too
trimming Joe,
: rates Mark
much for' granted or leaning too •People who work behind the scenes
436-5791, 436-2528
heavily-On others. You need to take admire your sty-le. A dormant
APF0E-IDABLE Quality CUSTOM bulldozing and
MB
GENERAL
CONyour time when working on finan- romance could spring to life again.
Serve you'll be proud of backhoe work, septic sysProtect your reputation by being disBudding. remodeling, roof- tems, 354-8161 after 4pm, STRUCTION & MAINTE- cial figures or important details.
NANCE: carpentry, painting. vinyl siding, porches Horace Shofar.
GEMINI (Max. 2I -June 20): creet. Keep your personal and proing, electrical, siding, other
arid decks Speaaling in
Allow extra time for a journey. fessional lives completely separate.
apt.
riTaint.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct.- 22):
custoc, woodwork. Free DAVID'S cleaning ser- &
especially
if traveling by car. Traffic
esbmates Call 759-4441. vices We clean vinyl, brick, (502)436-2819 fax or
may he heavier than usual. Do not Avoid making commitments you
modem
avail
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- drive ways, sidewalks, moneglect your natural talents: branch may not want to keep. Expand your
R.V. 759-4734. MOORE'S siding, roofing,
intellectual horizons. A journey of
niture repair 5' custom bile homes,
out in a new direction.
the mind will lift your heart and
woodworking. 753-8056
DRAIN King. Repair leaks', & decks Quality workman2l
-"July
CANCER
(June
221;
ship and lowest prices,
Exercise restraint when dealing with spirits. Good timing is the key to
ALL around hauling, junk rod lines, remove tree guaranteed. Free estiservice.
Same
day
roots
clean up, tree work. Best
career
and financial matters. Get the professional and personal success.
mates. 753-9299,
436-2654.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
rates, Joe. 436-2867
most up-to-date information before
559-5786.
busy day lies ahead. An upsurge of
confidence is indicated. Be on the
lookout for opportunities to advance
your career. Gambling tips are
unlikely to pay off. Save your
money for a special treat.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Someone who performs serWords are so inadequate to express the deep appreciation in our hearts for the outpouring
vices for you may feel unappreciated. Be generous with your praise.
of love and concern shown to us during the recent tragic death of our loved one, Eli Linn.
Let harmony reign at home. Seek an
We have been deeply touched by the abundance of flowers,food, cards and calls we have
expert's advice if concerned about a
legal matter.
received and the scores of people who stood in line, some for hours, to speak words of
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
comfort and encouragement. We thank each one who has contributed and will continue to
19): Not a good day for taking
chances. However, do seize a goldcontribute to the Eli Linn Scholarship Fund. This will be an ongoing memorial to Eli and
en social opportunity. Wise choices
will provide assistance to a Marching Marshall band member.
are likely if you emphasize practical
concerns. Be prepared to move with
A special-thank you to Mark Hurt, John Hicks and Chris Perkins for their words of
the times.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
comfort'at the service and to the Benton Church of Christ for the use of their adequate
Avoid leaping back and forth from

one project to another. Too much is

at stake. Important details could get
lost in the shuffle. Take a realistic
approach to promises.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Discord is possible this morning.
Use your talents as a mediator to
restore peace. New friendships are
indicated. Speak of your beliefs and
hobbies. Your winning ways will

HEARTFELT THANKS

fa('My as'well as to each person who attended. We thank those who provided the special
equipment, the technical assistance for the recorded music, and Mike Wyatt for leading the
•';:gregational singing.

To the Marshall County Marching Marshalls
and staff, Boy Scout Troop No. 77 of Murray, the
Marshall County Law Enforcement Officers and
Explorer Unit #222,and special friends, thank you
for honoring Eli by your presence at the service
and for serving as pall bearers and honorary pall
bearers. A special thank you to the drum line for
playing Eli's cadence at the cemetery under
adverse conditions.
To each one who brought food and assisted in
serving the wonderful meal for us at the Hardin
Church of Christ following the graveside service
at the Pace Cemetery, the food not only nourished
our weary bodies but also allowed us a time and
place to find comfort from each other.
To the staff of Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home
in Benton and John Mark Vinson of Goodwin
Funeral Home in Cadiz, thank you for providing
Eal] your professional service in such a personal manner to make our burden easier to bear.
[el Above all were thankful for the way so many lifted up our family in prayer. We know
this has truly been our source of strength during this time and will continue to be so during
the days ahead.
May God richly bless each of you.

not 'go unnoticed by an attractive
newcomer.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Be bold! Although the financial
stakes are high. you will win hands
down. Challenge the authority of
someone who acts unwisely. Your
strong moral values make you stand
out from the crowd.
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Letter of Appreciation
Dear Editor
The Murray Family Resource and Youth Services Center and the
Calloway County Family Resource Center at their respective Advisory
Council meetings on Jan.22 and Jan. 231iliscussed the success of the 1995
Santa Project made possible through exemplary community involvement
and support.
Sincere thanks are extended to the hundreds of individuals throughout
the community including those in various churches, organizations and
businesses who contributed time, money, and support to the 1995 Santa
Project This community-wide effort served 854 children in 403 families
throughout Murray and Calloway County. Not only were Christmas toys
provided, children's needs for coats, shoes, underwear and school clothes
were also addressed. Seasonal layoffs, illness, and higher utility bills, put
added stress on already-stretched budgets for many of our families.
Perhaps the very best way ofconveying the significance of this effort is to
share the following comments made in a thank you note received from a
single mother and her family: "'Thank you very much for helping our
Christmas to be a happy one. I don't mean simply the presents that my
children received because of you,but also because there are people like you
who care...The ladies at the Youth Center were pleasant and an honor to
have met. Next year my daughters and I hope to help you in your efforts to
make Christmas a positive experience..."
The Youth Center mentioned is the First United Methodist Church Youth
Center. A special thanks is extended for use of this facility. We are truly
grateful for all the support
With grateful appreciation.
Bill Wells, Ccrinator
Murray Family Re urce &
Youth Services Center
Donna Herndon, Coordinator
Calloway County Family Resource Center
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Prices Good thru February 6, 1996

Corner Shelves
Reg. Hook Rack 659
8" x 36" Finished Shelves 14.79
8" x 36" Unfinshed Shelves 10.69
fhe

BUDGET BARN
FREE 100 Mile
Delivery & Set Up
Single 4' wide door
8x8
8 x 12
8 x 16
64 sq. ft.
96 sq. ft.
128 sq. ft.

a

THE LOVED ONES OF ELI LINN
Barry, Dee Dee, and Hannah Guthrie
Steve, Betsy and Casey Linn
Misty Driver

Calk
Clerk ,
the list
the nes
to begi
Mrs.
101st t
band,'
Lou
prograr
at a me
Club hi
Hosick
M ur
Boys t
ets 551
High
West I
Mikel

Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray, KY
larrAT=
759-1390
- Your Home Investmeni Company Since 1884 •

Monday-riday 7:30-6; Saturday 8-4
Sale Prices Good at Murray Store Only! • Other LocatIoes: Benton & Lake City
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TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK
Ten years ago
Calloway County Circuit Court
Clerk Ann Wilson has released
the list of persons for jury duty in
the next session of Circuit Court
to begin Feb. 10.
Mrs. Lou Trees celebrated her
101st birthday Jan. 26. Her husband, Tom Treas, died in 1957.
Lou Ann Philpot presented a
program on "Quilts and Quilting"
at a meeting of Murray Magazine
Club held at the home of Mrs. J.I.
Hosick.
Murray High School Tiger
Boys beat Carlisle County Comets 55 to 46 in a basketball game.
High team scorers were Mark
West for Murray and Sams and
Mikel for Carlisle.
Twenty years ago
Charles Hale, property valuation administrator for Calloway
County, was elected president of
Kentucky PVA Association at its
state convention in October. This
- he assumed a new duty as
monz:.
a member of Board of Directors
of Kentucky Association of
Counties.
Laneue Underwood and Eddie
K. Hunt were married in a
December ceremony in Murray.
Juanita Lynn presented a program on "Sick House Plants" at a
meeting of Theta Department of
Murray Woman's Club.
Murray State University Racers
beat Mississippi-College 76 to 73
in a basketball game. High team
scorers were Jesse Williams for
Murray andHearn for Mississippi.
Thirty years ago
Rex Billin:ton, superintendent

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 1996

of Murray Sanitation System,
said today that services of the
system are being greatly curtailed
by the severe weather. He said it
is almost impossible for the
trucks to negotiate the icy streets
and alleys.
Kathleen Madrey, member of
Calloway County 4-H Teen Club,
was selected as one of the delegates from the Purchase area to
attend the Youth Power Conference held Jan. 28-29 at Kentucky
Hotel, Louisville.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Kendall.
Forty years ago
Enrollment at Murray State
College is now listed as 1,622
students. Registration for the
term will continue for two more
days.
Dr. Walter Baker of Murray
has been elected president of
Jackson Purchase Chiropractic
Association.
Mary Ann Wolfson of Murray
is a student at Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.
Births reported include a girl to
Joe R. and Dolores Lamb, Jan.
20.
In high school basketball
games, Kirksey beat Brewers,
Murray High beat Union City,
and New Concord beat Hickman.
High team scorers were Rob Darnell for Kirksey, Harold Wilkins
for Brewers, Stout for Murray
High, Kirkland for Union City,
Charles Lamb for New Concord
and Garrison for Hickman.

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Feb. 1, the 32nd day of 1996. There are 334
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
One hundred years ago, on Feb. 1, 1896, one of the best-known
operas of all time, "La Bohcmc" by Giacomo Puccini, premiered in
Turin.
On this date:
In 1790, the U.S. Supreme Court convened for the first time, at the
Royal Exchange Building in New York.(However, since only three of
the six justices were present, the court recessed until the next day.)
In 1861, Texas voted to secede from the Union.
In 1893, inventor Thomas A. Edison completed work on the world's
first motion picture studio, his "Black Maria," in West Orange, NJ.
In 1920, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police came into existence as
the Royal Northwest Mounted Police merged with the Dominion
Police.
In 1943, one of America's most highly decorated military units of
World War II, the 442d Regimental Combat Team, made up almost
entirely of Japanese-Americans, was authorized.
In 1946, 50 years ago, Norwegian statesman Trygve Lie was chosen
to be the first secretary-general of the United Nations.
In 1960, four black college students began a sit-in protest at a lunch
counter in Greensboro, N.C., where they'd been refused service.
In 1968, during the Vietnam War, Saigon's police chief Nguyen
Ngoc Loan executed a Viet Cong officer with a pistol-shot to the head
in a scene captured- in a now-famous news photograph.
In 1979, Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini received a tumultuous welcome as he stepped off a jetliner in Tehran, ending nearly 15 years of
exile.
Ten years ago: 4,000 people gathered at the Kennedy Space Center
at Cape Canaveral, Fla., to bid farewell to the seven crew members of
the space shuttle Challenger.
Five years ago: South African President F.W. de Klerk said he
would repeal all remaining apartheid laws. Thirty-five people were
killed when a USAir jetliner crashed atop a commuter plane on a runway at Los Angeles International Airport.
One year ago: The Federal Reserve boosted interest rates by half a
percent, the seventh rate hike in a year. House Republicans pushed
through a bill restricting the federal government's ability to impose
unfunded mandates on states.
Today's Birthdays: Opera singer Renate Tebaldi is 74. Russian
President Boris N. Yeltsin is 65. Singer Don Everly is 59.

DEAR ABBY: I lost my mother
several months ago after a lengthy
illness. She and Dad had a beautiful
marriage that spanned almost 50
years. I never heard them say an
angry word to each other.
While sorting through some of
Mother's papers, I came across the
enclosed "Rules for a Happy Marriage." I don't know where she got it
or how long she had it, but the list
contains some excellent advice. I
hope you'll think it's worth sharing

DAILY COMICS

year-old daughter, "Betsy," and I
went to my in-laws' for dinner
recently. Within 30 minutes of our
arrival, my mother-in-law had
called her husband "stupid" and
"dummy." Everyone heard it,
including Betsy. Now, she uses
those words when speaking of her
grandfather.
My wife tolerates her mother's
behavior, but I find it humiliating to
witness. At home I am able to discipline Betsy, but I don't want to have
with your readers.
to discipline her when she's at her
MARLENE'S DAUGHTER grandmother's.
I have mentioned this to my inDEAR DAUGHTER: I do. laws on several occasions, but the
Thank you for sending it.
situation recurs. We live only a few
blocks from them and frequently
RULES FOR A
eat together. Should we sell our
HAPPY MARRIAGE
house and move 10 or 20 miles
1. Never both be angry at the away?
A FATHER IN TACOMA
same time.
2. Never yell at each other
DEAR FATHER: Moving
unless the house is on fire.
3. If one of you has to win an should not be necessary. Talk to
your mother-in-law again, and
argument,let it be your mate.
4. If you must criticize, do it make it clear that her namecalling sets a very bad example
lovingly.
5. Never bring up mistakes of for her grandchild. If your suggestion falls on deaf ears and
the past.
6. Neglect the whole world she continues the name-calling,
just limit your daughter's exporather than each other.
7. Never go to sleep with an sure to her grandmother.
argument unsettled.
* • *
8. At least once every day say
a kind or complimentary word
DEAR READERS: Concernto your life partner.
9. When you have done some- ing finding a mate: Friends of
thing wrong, admit it and ask Edna Ferber, Pulitzer Prizewinning novelist, could not
for forgiveness.
10. It takes two to make a understand why she had
quarrel, and the one in the remained single over the years.
"Surely, you must have met
wrong usually is the one who
someone you would have mardoes the most talking.
ried," suggested a friend.
*
"I have," admitted the famed
novelist, "and I met one man
DEAR ABBY: My wife, our 4- who would have married me ...
but unfortunately it wasn't the
same man."
*5*

The Disappearing Trick

RLONDIE
I'M NOT SURE... HOLD TME
SEASCAPE LP NEXT To IT

Now i4OLO THEM
ALL UP T'oSETHER

STILL CAN'T
DECIDE

\\

-.11401104

down.
However, there is a different

South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
Q J 109
•109 5 2
• A Q10
+A9
EAST
4 875 3
V A 76 3
+86

WEST
•K 6 2
VK QJ4

L
4

+ 743
+852

743
SOUTH

4 A4
V8
• KJ 9 5 2
+KQJ 106

CATHY
WHEN I SHOPPED FOR A COMPUTER TEN YEARS AGO, A
5-MEGA8YTE HARD DISK INAS
BIG ENOUGH TO HANDLE
EVERY DOCUMENT I COULD
CREATE IN A LIFETIME...

4

'•10W YOU'RE TELLING ME
NEED AN MO-MEGABYTE
HARD DISK TO EVEN INSTALL
THE PROGRAM TO PRODUCE
ONE MEASLY THANK-YOU NOTE?

-THE Fr% MEMORY FIASCO:
(
I THE COMPUTERS NEVER HAVE
ENOUGH, AND THE CONSUMERS
The bidding:
ALUJIDIS HAVE TOO MUCH.
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West

North East
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2+

Pass
Pass

14
3•
5

4.1rN
6

ACROSS
1 Among
5 Terminates
9 At this time
12 Al or Tipper
13 — qua non
14 — Merkel
15 Egg dish
17 Rough lava
18 Prefix with
cover
19 Esau's
country
21 Simone on
"NYPD Blue"
23 Covered with
gridwork
27 Extra innings
(abbr.)
28 Ant
29 Precious
stone
31 Affirmative
34 Neon symbol
35 Soak up
37 Herbert —
39 Symbol for
tantalum
40 Cuckoo
42 Beam

GARFIELD
ANL? THERE'S A POTATO
IN THE FISHBOWL!

MALLARD FILLMORE
RvsN'T MATT-W.
TH6SE Alef-

fl'a5higeA

Re
You'
•
TIC1-

DAmmer,If you
Woo...
yarn DAMNED
1cx/
if)

AlAi
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'4Exuaity NIA54.1?
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PEANUTS
I'VE OFTEN WONDERED..15

THERE A DOG HEAVEN?

1,4

OF
COURSE

WHAT DO YOU SUPPOSE
IT'S LIKE IN DOG
HEAVEN?

EVERYONE HAS A
BOX OF CRAYONS
CAN D THEIR OWN
COLORIN6 BOOK.,
cY

-

-

.1Preump.m....
*-...1114.1111.111•0••=.11.Y..*11
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Pass

Pass
Pass
Pass
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Opening lead — king of hearts.
Dummy reversals are not easy
to recognize because they require
declarer to adopt an unnatural
method of play in order to accomplish his purpose.
Take this case where South is in
six diamonds and West leads the KQ of hearts. Declarer ruffs and the
question is what to do next.
The most obvious line of play is
to draw trumps and stake the outcome on a spade finesse — essentially a 50-50 proposition. If East
has the king, the slam is made; if
West has the king, the slam goes

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
I DON'T KI•1041 IF I
THIS.MAY13e I
SHOOLDN'T HAVE HP0
IT arr.

South

.01111•Mminfl.

. •.

i

c
1

44 Flavorful
46 Concord's St.
48 Glowing in
the dark
50 Ed Sullivan,
e.g.
53 Volcanic rock
54 Exclamation
of disgust
55 Tellurium
symbol
57 Deny
61 So long!
62 Baking
chamber
64 Ms. Gray
65 Draft agcy.
66 Space agcy.
67 At any —
DOWN
1 In the past
2 "Mr. —"
3 Anger
4 Erases
5 Short sword
6 Nickel
symbol
7 Genetic
material

method of play that offers declarer
far better than a 50 percent chance
for the contract.He should therefore
reject the spade finesse and instead
adopt the alternative approach, a
dummy reversal.
At trick three South leads a diamond to the ten and ruffs another
heart, then plays a diamond to the
queen and trumps dummy's last
heart.
By this time,since South has led
trumps twice and ruffed heartsthree
times, he has no more trumps in his
hand.He next plays a club to the ace
and cashes the ace of diamonds,
drawing West's last trump while
discaraing his four of spades.
Declarer's spade loser thus magically disappears,and he easilyscores
the rest of the tricks.
When dummy first comes down
it is certainly notobvious to declarer
that his spade loser can eventually
be discarded on one of dummy's
trumps. That is why duiIuiyreversals are so often overlook
In choosing one method play
over the other, it is importart for
declarer to compare the merits of
taking the spade finesse as opposed
to trumping three hearts.The latter
approach succeeds wheneverthe five
missing trumps are divided 3-2,
which happens in two deals out of
three, while the spade finesse wins
only half the time.

Answer to Previous Puzzle
PHA Appop pun

MUU IMMO NM
OCIMD0 POMMMO
MOM OPOMM
MOW OM DUMB
MON OUUO MUM
UM NOMMPON MU
MOM OMIAIM MN
A
MO OM UMW
0MMUR OUM
MEMO UUUUMB
MMU MOMMW ONO
UMffl OMMUO WOU
2-1 01996 United Feature Syndicate
8 The Seven
9 Lack of
clothes
10 "Step —
11 "Blossom"
star
16 Newspaper
executive

MIME MOM MEM
MINIM ME= MEM
NM= NM MEM
MEM MIN=
MEMIIMMEN ME
MEM= MEM BMW
ME BMW WNW WM
MEM MEM MIME
MN MEMEMMEM
MMEMM MOM
MOM WM WIMMAid
WM MIME WM
MEM WM= MO=

20 "When Harry
Met Salty"
star
22"— Better
Blues"
23 Ms. Home
24 'So be it!'
25 Symbol for
thulium
26 Dolores —
Rio
30 Auto suffix
32
—,Brute"
33 "Simon —"
36 Buddy
38 Store
em001/99
41 Measurement
43 "King and r
star
45 Note of scan
47 That man
49 Food from
heaven
50 Recedes
51 Basebellor
Willie —
52 Kind of coffer
56 Ms. Gabor

sa —
Pa
59 Snr
=
60 Opp. of WSW
63 Sommer ID

HIGHWAY SNOBBERY:"In
Boston, they ask,'How much
does he know?' In New York,
they ask, 'How much is he
worth?' In Philadelphia, they
ask, Who were his parents?'"
MARK TWAIN

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: About five years
ago my doctor told me I had chronic
lymphatic leukemia, for which my
blood is checked every three months.
So far, I haven't had any problem but
if I should in the future, what can I
expect?
DEAR READER: Chronic lymphatic leukemia is a type of blood-cell cancer involving the infection-fighting
white blood cells called lymphocytes
The cause is unknown. The disease is
marked by swollen lymph glands.
fatigue, fever, loss of appetite, breathlessness, anemia, and malfunction of
the immune system. Symptoms may
take years to appear.
The diagnosis is made by blood
tests and bone-marrow examination.
In general, the prognosis is favorable: Survivals of up to 20 years are.,
common, which isn't bad considering
that most patients are diagnosed at or
above the age of 60.
-Therapy with anti-cancer drugs,
radiation and cortisone is usually
effective but need not be used unless
patients develop progressive symptoms or until the lymphocyte count
exceeds 75,000 per microliter (normal
4,000-10,000).
You seem to be following a relatively typical pattern. You should continue to be monitored at the discretion of
your physician. When you develop
symptoms or if your lymphocyte count
rises, he can refer you to a hematologist for treatment.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Blood: Donations and
Disorders." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've been diagnosed with lichen planus. I had a total
body breakout which caused scars,
and my dermatologist doesn't have
much to say by way of explanation.
I've had five years' worth of cortisone
injections and pills which have not
made much difference. Is this standard treatment? Is the condition
caused by allergies, is it hereditary, or
what? Is there any current research
being done on lichen planus?
DEAR READER: Lichen planus is a
recurring, itchy skin disorder, marked
by discrete lesions that may coalesce
into rough, scaly patches. The cause is
unknown and the affliction is harmless.
The diagnosis is evident to an experienced dermatologist, but biopsy may
be necessary.
lithe lichen planus produces few or
no symptoms, it can be disregarded.
With time it will disappear, only to
return without warning.
Symptoms of irritation and itching
are usually treated with anti-histamines
(Benadryl and others) and with cortisone creams or injections. Extensive
lesions, however, may require steroids
by mouth. Unfortunately, the skin
patches usually reappear after the
treatment has been stopppd.
To my knowledge, there is no current
research on the subject of lichen plants.

Patients with the disorder should be
under Olt care of dermatologists.
• it NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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Robert Louis Mills

Agnew C. Wenerick, 71, New Condord, died Wednesday, Jan. 31,
1996, at 12:30 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
He was a retired owner and operator of Radio Cab Company of
Murray. A member of American Legion Post #73, he was a veteran of
World War 11 and the Korean Conflict.
Mr. Wenerick was married Feb. 2, 1953, to the former Myrtle
Ennis, who died Oct. 16, 1993. Born Aug. 27, 1924, at Harrisburg,
Pa., he was the son of the late Agnew Wenerick Sr. and Sara Raudbauch Wenerick.
Survivors include two sisters, Mrs. Frances J. Rader of Las Vegas,
Nev., and Mrs. Laura McFarland of Ellsworth, Maine.
No services will be held. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home has charge
of the arrangements.

Robert Louis Mills, 66, Hardin, died Tuesday, Jan. 30, 1996, at
12:21 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
He was a retired employee of Kenlake State Resort Park. One
brother preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Francis Mills; three sisters,
Mrs. Robbie Parker, Hardin, Mrs. Magdalene Sins, Benton, and Mrs.
Hallene Varley, Warren, Mich.; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Omar Jenkins will officiate. Burial will
follow in New Zion Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).

Mrs. Mary Wright, 71, Louisville, mother of Mrs. Janet Fitch of
Murray, died Saturday, Jan. 27, 1996, at the Masonic Home at Louisville. Her death followed an extended illness.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Janet Fitch and husband,
Dr. David, Murray, and Mrs. Kathy Wills and husband, Gene, and
Mrs. Betsy Blackburn, Louisville; four sons, Eugene Iredale, La Jolla,
Calif., Andrew Iredale and wife, Vanessa, and Billy Iredale, Louisville, and Tommy Iredale, Prestonsbufg; two sisters, Mrs. Jane Spratt,
Homewood, Ill., and Mrs. Betty Hagen, Louisville; 10 grandchildren.
Services were Monday at St. Francis of Rome Catholic Church,
Louisville. Ratterman Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Masonic Home of
Louisville.

Mrs. Mae Smith
Funeral rites for Mrs. Mae- Smith will be today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Lindsey Funeral Home, Paducah. The Rev. Richard Edmiston will officiate. Burial will follow in Woodlawn Memorial Gardens,
Paducah.
Mrs. Smith, 87, Paducah, died Monday, Jan. 29, 1996, at 8:20 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired employee of the M. Fine Shirt Co., she was a member of
West End Baptist Church, Paducah.
Her husband, Joe Smith, and one brother preceded her in death.
Born in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the late Dock
Stroud and Nancy Ellen Smith Stroud.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Iva Holliman, Albuquerque,
N.M.; one brother, Headley Stroud, Paducah; several nieces and
nephews.

513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

Sponsored by:

Mrs. Audie E. Owen
Services for Mrs. Audie E. Owen will be today at 1 p.m. at South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church, where she was a member.
The Rev. Bob Dotson and the Rev. Bob Saywell will officiate. Music
will be by Debra Woodard, soloist, and Olivene Erwin, organist.
Pallbearers will be Jeff Owen, Ricky Owen, Steve Owen, Jerry
Woodard, Glen Kirks and Greg Sanderson. Burial will follow in the
church cemetery with arrangements by J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Owen, 86, Rt. 1, Hazel, died Tuesday, Jan. 30, 1996, at 3:05
a.m. at West View Nursing Home.

American Heart
Association,.
ghtong heart Disease

Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report
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When It Comes To Caring,
It's The Little Things
That Mean So Much.

Mrs. Gladys Flood Clark

Donald A. Jones was elected First
District Vice President of the KenThe funeral for Mrs. Gladys Flood Clark will be today at fp.m. in
tucky Academy of Trial Attorneys
the chapel of Murray Memorial Gardens. John Hicks will officiate.
and In that capacity he will also serve
Pallbearers will be Jackie Thorn, Joe Nelson, Bill Garland, Bobby
on the 1996 Board of Governors of
Barrow, Harvey Pritchett and Willis Pritchett. Burial will follow in
the Kentucky Academy of Trial AttorMurray Memorial Gardens.
neys (KATA), a state-wide organizaFriends may call at Miller Funeral Home of Murray after 12:30
tion of attorneys who represent
p.m. today (Thursday).
consumers. Mr. Jones' office is
Mrs. Clark, 87, Rt. 1, Almo, died Wednesday, Jan. 31, 1996, at 1:47
located in Murray, Kentucky. His
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Her husband, Carter Clark,
practice is limited to personal Injury
one daughter, Rebecca Holland, and five brothers preceded her in
and workers compensation. Mr.
death.
Jones did his undergraduate work at
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Bobbie McDaniel and husKansas State University and graband, Marvin, Almo; one sister, Mrs. Hilda Dunlap; four grandchilduated from Washburn School of
dren, Ronnie Holland and wife, Debbie, Joyce Harris and husband,
Law. He is licensed to practice law In
Bill, and Darrell Holland and wife, Cindy, all of Detroit, Mich., and
the state of Kentucky and has been
Wade McDaniel and wife, Jackie, Almo; nine great-grandchildren.
admitted to state and federal courts
In Kansas and Kentucky and the
federal courts In Indiana and Alabama and admitted to practice before 10th, 11th and 6th Circuit Court
of Appeals In the Federal and the
Supreme Court of the United States.
inging version of popular music as He is a member of the association of
91.3 WKMS will broadcast two
well as the jazz blues he had become Trial Lawyers of America, the Kenspecial programs this week to begin
famous for.
the observance of African-Ameritucky Bar Association and the CalloJazz great Miles Davis once said, way County Bar Association.
can History Month. "The African
"You can't play anything on the
American Music Tree" returns for a
horn that Louis Armstrong hasn't
second season of four broadcasts
each Thursday in Feb. at 11 a.m. played." While that still holds true,
The series highlights the work of Payton's performance on this tribute
Marine %ewe Service February 1, If%
some of the finest unsung African- to the great Armstrong is something Federal-Stele
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes 3
Bogle. Swims Receipts: Act. 24 Est lIS Lyme &
American composers. Much of the jazz fans won't want to miss.
Sl.N bi#or Sews Orly to 31.01 lower.
WKMS 91.3 is the public radio Gas
music has never been performed
US 1-3 236-141 be
$46.01-44-141
US
1-3
213-231 lbs.-before and some of it is brand new, service of Murray State University
542.1141-45.44
US 3-4 245-211 Res---143.441-44.14
recently commissioned by the Cenbroadcasting news, jazz, classical US 1.2 :wits be-------$34104-31.0
ter for Black Music Research. The
music,blues,folk and bluegrass and Sews
1.2 7711.3311 Ib.
52511-34.11
works performed include marches, other information and entertain- US
US 1-3311-451 lbs—
$351111-31 N
1-3 455-525 lb..
$311115-31.1111
waltzes, dances, Caribbean and Lament programs to the four rivers US
US 1-3 SU sad up lbs----$34.1111-34.1111
tin American Songs. The acclaimed
region and surrounding states.
US 2.3 30-565
Boars $21.3442-31
Black Music Repertory Ensemble
and Ensemble Kalinda Chicago are
featured in concert performances.
The programs are introduced by
noted jazz musician Ramsey Lewis.
Sunday, Feb. 4 at 3 p.m. "Riverwalk Live for the Landing" presents
a tribute to the life and music of
Louis Armstrong. Hot young trumpeter Nicholas Payton and the Jim
Cullom Jazz Band perform the
music of the great "Satchmo."
Armstrong's life and his effect on
music will be recalled from his days
in the 20's as an inventive jazz
soloist to his later work as an
entertainer playing his special sw-

WKMS plans broadcast of
African-American programs

HOG MARKET

AtPrimary Care
wefollow your
child's healthfivm
birth to adulthood."
—Dt Joyce Hughes
Pediatrician (Board-Certified)
Primary Care Medical Center

W

hen selecting a
doctor for your child, you
wantsomeone who gives the
same loving care you provide.
Besides being a talented
pediatrician,Dr. Joyce Hughes is also
a mother offour young children. She
blends her gifts ofcaring with her
knowledge oftreatment to give your
child the best possible care.
From our two spacious reception
areas (for well and sick cluldren),to
our colorful playroom,our attention

is focused on your child. Plus,
Primary Care AFTER HOURS gives
you the convenience ofscheduling
doctor's appointments before and
after work and even on Saturdays.
At Primary Care Medical Center
we treat your family with cam ...
starting with the little things that
mean so much.

Health Care Reform
How Does It Affect You?

1-800-932-2122 or(502)759-9200

The Murray
Insurance Agency

8a.m.-8 p.m.-Monday - Friday
9a.m.- Noon-Saturday

Has The Answers
Call Or Stop By Today

753-4751
Bel-Air Center
Jay Elliott, LUTCF
Life and Health Specialist

Shell

and Stroke

Funeral rites fer J.D. Canerdy will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Tony Fitzgerald will officiate. Nephews will be pallbearers. Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 2 to 8 p.m. today (Thursday). Masonic rites will be at 7 p.m. tonight followed by Eastern Star
services at the funeral home.
Mr. Canerdy, 60, New Concord, died Wednesday, Jan. 31, 1996, at
3:37 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
An Army veteran of the Korean Conflict, he was a member of New
Mt. Carmel Baptist Church, Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons, and Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sandra Adams Canerdy; two sisters, Mrs. Margaret Chadwick and Mrs. Elaine Dunmiree, one brother,
Carl David Canerdy, and one grandchild, Andrew Cody Dunmire, all
of Paris, Tenn.; two brothers-in-law, Ronald Adams, Mayfield, and
Leon Adams, Murray; several nieces and nephews.

Graveside services for Mrs. Flossie Snow will be today at 3 p.m. at
Coldwater Church of Christ Cemetery. James Thomason will officiate.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements, but no visitation will be scheduled.
Mrs. Snow, 91, Kirksey, died Wednesday, Jan. 31, 1996, at Britthaven Nursing Home, Benton.
Born March 9, 1904, in Calloway County, she was a member of
Kirksey Church of Christ.
Survivors include one son, Charles F. Jones Jr. and wife, Roberta,
Rt. 4, Mayfield; one stepson, Ray Snow; eight grandchildren.

There are about 4,000 kinds of
mammals.

Holland Motor Sales

J.D. Canerdy

Mrs. Flossie Snow

•

Pick 3
7-2-1
Pick 4
5-1-6-9
Cash 5
2-4-16-23-27
Lotto
1-14-17-18-26-36

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Agnew C. Wenerick

Mrs. Mary Wright

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Robert Billington, Jr.
Life and Health Agent

Your Primary Care Physicians
Robert Hughes, M.D.•Family Practice
Hollis Clark, M.D.•Internal Medicine
Joyce Hughes, M.D.•Pediatrics
Robert Korolevich, M.D.•Family Practice
Michael Adms,M.D.•Family Practice

MEDICAL CENTER
RumlyPractice•/Mona'Nkrlicine•Pertiatrics

Suite 480W • Medical Arts Building . 300 South 8thStreet • Murray, Kentucky 42071
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